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Abstract
Dwarf spheroidal (dSph) galaxies in the Milky Way (MW) and Andromeda (M31) are excellent
laboratories to understand the nature of dark matter, because such galaxies are the most dark-
matter dominated systems with total dynamical mass to light ratios of 10 to 1000. These dSph
galaxies also have the advantage that their individual member stars can be resolved, thus it
is possible to measure very accurate line-of-sight velocities for the member stars. Therefore,
using these accurate kinematic data of stars, we are able to constrain their internal structure of
dark-matter halos in light of the currently standard -dominated Cold Dark Matter (CDM)
models. In particular, the studies of the dSphs are important to understand several controversial
issues that CDM models hold on galactic and sub-galactic scales.
In this thesis, we present a new dynamical study of the dSph galaxies to gain useful insight
into dark halo structures on small mass scales and their dynamical evolution. For this purpose,
we construct and develop axisymmetric mass models to obtain plausible limits on the non-
spherical structure of their dark halos. This is motivated by the fact that most of previous
studies have treated the dSphs and their dark halos as spherical systems, even though the
observed luminous parts of the dSphs are actually non-spherical and CDM models predict non-
spherical virialized dark halos. The models we adopt here also take into account a velocity
anisotropy, z = 1   v2z=v2R, between velocity dispersions of stars toward the major and minor
axes of the system, which can degenerate in part with the eect of a attened dark halo.
Applying these models to the currently available kinematic data of member stars in the seven
MW and ve M31 bright dSphs, we investigate the structural properties of their dark halos.
It is rst found that the best-t cases for most of the dSphs yield not spherical but elongated
dark halos despite of considering the eect of the velocity anisotropy. This result is attributable
to the fact that the above degeneracy can actually be broken by comparing line-of-sight velocity
dispersion proles between the major and minor axes. We thus obtain the useful limits on the
shapes of dark halo in the dSphs, for which the sucient number of velocity data sets are
available along both the major and minor axes. We also nd that the best-t parameters,
especially for the shapes of dark halos and velocity anisotropy, are susceptible to both the
availability of velocity data in the outer regions and the eect of the lack of sample stars in each
spatial bin. Thus, to obtain more robust limits on dark halo structures, we need photometric
and kinematic data over much larger areas in the dSphs than previously explored.
The results obtained from our models and the currently available data sample suggest that
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the shapes of dark halos in the dSphs are systematically more elongated than those of CDM
subhalos. This discrepancy needs to be solved by theory considering the combination of baryon
components and the associated feedback to dark halos with the stronger tidal eect from a host
galaxy as well as by further observational limits in larger areas of dSphs. Moreover, it is found
that more diuse dark halos may have undergone consecutive star-formation history, suggesting
that we obtain a glimpse of the eect of baryonic feedback on dark matter distribution. There-
fore, we conclude that the formation process of dSphs is intimately aected by the dynamical
evolution of their dark halos and thus imprinted in their structure at the present time.
Finally, we estimate a dark matter surface density within a radius of maximum circular
velocity, which is derivable for any dark matter density proles. We nd that this surface density
is nearly constant across a wide range of galaxies, irrespective of dark matter distribution in
each of the galaxies. Furthermore, this universality at the dwarf galaxy mass scales enables us
to obtain the limits on particle masses of WDM scenarios. In order to be in agreement with
this universality, WDM particles need to be heavier than 3 keV.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Near-eld cosmology
The Earth we live in is one of the planets in the solar system, and the Sun is one of about 100
billion stars in the Milky Way. Moreover, galaxy groups and clusters comprise many galaxies
including the Milky Way due to attraction of gravity, and nally these aggregations assemble
and form large scale structure in the Universe. Therefore, there exists hierarchical structure
in the Universe. In order to understand how this clustering is formed, White & Rees (1978)
advocated that the process of structure formation is such that a number of small dark halos
formed by dissipationless collapse of dark matter repeat merging and accretion, and aggregate
into larger dark halos in the growing process of self-gravitating structures. Luminous objects
like galaxies are formed by dissipative collapse of baryons, ensuing their radiative cooling and
forming stars in a dark halo potential well. Currently, this formation theory is widely accepted
as (-dominated) cold dark matter theory.
The Milky Way, its nearest neighbor massive galaxy, Andromeda, and satellite galaxies
associated with these massive spiral galaxies, which are our closest galaxies in the Universe,
are believed to be formed in the process of such hierarchical formation scenario. These nearby
galaxies enable us to study their internal chemodynamical structures in more detail than is
possible for distant galaxies. Therefore, the Milky Way and its neighbors provide a unique
laboratory to test the bottom-up formation scenario based on -dominated cold dark matter
models and reveal the nature of dark matter through the dynamical properties of individual
stars.
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1.2 Dwarf spheroidal galaxies around the MilkyWay and
Andromeda
Dwarf galaxies are the smallest and the most numerous galaxies in the Universe, and thus
are considered to be building blocks of bright galaxies within the framework of hierarchical
structure formation scenario (e.g., Tolstoy et al. 2009). However, since they are fainter and
more diuse than typical massive galaxies, we can detect them only in the local Universe
( 10Mpc). In the Local Group, majority of dwarf galaxies are distributed around the Milky
Way (MW) and Andromeda (M31) extended out to the distance of about 250 kpc from the
center of each host galaxy (van den Bergh 1999, 2000; McConnachie 2012). In particular, dwarf
spheroidal (dSph) galaxies are the most common types in the Local Group. Figure 1.1 shows the
spatial distribution of satellite galaxies around the MW (left panel) and M31 (right panel) up to
300 kpc, respectively. The green and blue colored symbols in this gure denote dwarf elliptical
or elliptical (dE, E) galaxies and dwarf irregular (dIrr) galaxies, whereas red and magenta
colored ones are classied with dSph galaxies. For MW satellites, the luminous dSphs marked
with red symbols are so-called \classical" dSphs. These galaxies had been discovered by ground
telescopes before 2000. On the other hand, the magenta colored symbols in this gure present
ultra faint dwarf (UFD) galaxies, which were discovered by Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS;
e.g., York et al. 2000). As seen in this gure, the MW and M31 possess about twenty-ve and
thirty-ve satellite galaxies, respectively, which are dominated by dSph galaxies.
Moreover, dSph galaxies are ideal sites for studying the fundamental properties of dark
matter halos. This is because the line-of-sight velocities for their resolved member stars can be
measured using high-resolution spectroscopy as they are suciently close to an observer (e.g.,
Mateo et al. 1991; Kleyna et al. 2002; Walker et al. 2007b). Such spectroscopic observations
have revealed that dSph galaxies have much larger velocity dispersions than expected from
the stellar system alone, indicating that dSphs are largely dominated by dark matter, with
mass-to-light ratios of 10 to 1000 (e.g., Mateo 1998; Gilmore et al. 2007).
In this section, we describe detail properties of dwarf spheroidal galaxies, which are main
targets for this thesis, based on recent photometric and spectroscopic observational studies.
1.2.1 Basic information on dwarf spheroidal galaxies
First of all, we present a brief overview of the MW and M31 dSph galaxies. DSphs have red
color, exponential surface brightness proles and no on-going star formation activity, and are
fainter (MV &  14) than dEs. They are low luminosity galaxies, and thus discovered only
in the Local Group. As described above, luminous dSphs around the MW are called classical
dSphs, and there are only nine of them (Sagittarius, Fornax, Leo I, Sculptor, Leo II, Sextans,
Carina, Draco and Ursa Minor). In the M31 halo region, until now, about twenty-ve dSphs
have been discovered mainly by the Pan-Andromeda Archaeological Survey (PAndAS) using
MegaPrime/MegaCam camera on the 3.6 m Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (McConnachie
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Figure 1.1 The three dimensional spatial distributions of the satellites around the Milky Way
(left panel) and Andromeda galaxy (right panel), respectively. The most massive galaxies are
shown with gray symbols, and are located at (x; y; z) = (0; 0; 0) in each panel. The x   y
plane denes a disk plane in each galaxy. Green, red, magenta and blue lled symbols denote
(dwarf) ellipticals, luminous dwarf spheroidals, ultra faint dwarf galaxies and dwarf irregulars,
respectively. The sizes of symbols represent brightness of each galaxies.
et al. 2009). These galaxies have absolute magnitude and surface brightness fainter than MV 
 14 mag and V  20 mag arcsec 2, respectively.
Meanwhile, the fteen UFDs have been discovered around the MW: Willman 1 (Willman
et al. 2005a), Ursa Major I (Willman et al. 2005b), Canes Veratici I (Zucker et al. 2006b),
Bootes I (Belokurov et al. 2006), Ursa Major II (Zucker et al. 2006a), Segue I, Coma Berenices,
Hercules, Leo IV, Canes Venatici II (Belokurov et al. 2007), Bootes II (Walsh et al. 2007),
Leo V (Belokurov et al. 2008), Bootes III (Grillmair 2009), Segue II (Belokurov et al. 2009)
and Pisces II (Belokurov et al. 2010). Although the UFDs are categorized into the same class
of dSphs, they seem to have nished star formation before the epoch of reionization based
on the analysis of their color-magnitude diagram, containing very metal-poor and old stellar
populations compared with more luminous dSphs. Moreover, UFDs are about 10 to 100 times
less luminous than the classical ones, implying that there would be more UFDs to be discovered
by deep photometric survey of large telescopes such as Subaru/Hyper Suprime Cam (HSC). On
the other hand, these galaxies have not yet been suciently observed by spectroscopy due to
17
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very faint stellar systems, and thus it is dicult to study their internal kinematic and dark halo
structures.
Both the luminous and faint dSphs appear to have interacted with their host galaxies. The
direct evidence for this signal is the appearance of the Sagittarius dSph with its elongated
shape. The photometric image of this galaxy shows a stream-like feature and thus would have
been elongated by tidal eect from the deep potential of the MW. Therefore, dSph satellites are
believed to be the relics of merging and accretion history of a host galaxy, so that the antecedent
of the dSphs could be building blocks of a host galaxy. However, in terms of chemical properties,
there are discordancies between MW's dSphs and its halo stars (as detailed in Section 1.2.3).
1.2.2 Surface Brightness Proles
We here describe the surface brightness proles of the MW and M31 dSphs. Identication of
these proles is essential to construct the dynamical models, and plays an important role in
determining the central density proles of dark halos (Evans, An, & Walker 2009). Typically,
since surface brightness proles are derived from stellar number counts within the bins of circular
annuli, they largely depend on photometric depths, spatial extent, and regions where member
stars can be identied adequately from contamination. Weeding out foreground stars is not
easy and thus needs to be treated carefully, especially in the outer part of dSphs, which is
diuse and contains inly a small number of member stars.
Stellar surface-density-proles of dSphs are empirically tted by the King models (King
1962):
IKing(R) = k
h 1p
1 + (R=Rc)2
  1p
1 + (RK=Rc)2
i2
; (1.1)
where k is the amplitude of surface brightness, Rc is a core radius and RK is a maximum radius
which would expect to tidal radius. These models are theoretically established as lowered
isothermal models with a tidal radius. However, these models do not necessarily provide a good
t in the outer part (e.g., Irwin & Hatzidimitriou 1995; Wilkinson et al. 2004; McConnachie
& Irwin 2006). Rather than the King models, the Sersic proles and Plummer proles are
better representations at all radii, although not all of dSphs are adequately tted (e.g., Irwin
& Hatzidimitriou 1995; McConnachie & Irwin 2006; Battaglia et al. 2006). The Sersic proles
are written as
ISer(R) = Ie exp
n
 bn
h R
Re
1=n
  1
io
; (1.2)
where Ie is the intensity at the eective radius Re that encloses half of total luminosity, the
constant bn and n describe the shape of the light proles, respectively. For the Plummer models,
IPul(R) =
I0
[1 + (R=Rh)2]2
; (1.3)
where I0 is the intensity of surface density and Rh is the projected half-light radius. All three
surface-prole models allow the presence of a core in the intrinsic three dimensional density
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Figure 1.2 Cumulative SFHs of the MW ultra-faint and classical dSphs derived from color-
magnitude diagram of each galaxies (Weisz et al. 2014).
prole. Nevertheless, due to the sparse data for the dSphs, there is still an ambiguity that surface
density models with shallower-cusped central prole are also good representations (Strigari et al.
2010).
Also photometric observations enable us to deduce global structures of dSphs such as their
ellipticity and position angle. Focusing on shapes of stellar distribution, the luminous MW
dSphs are actually non-spherical with a typical axial ratio of 0.6-0.7 (Irwin & Hatzidimitriou
1995; Martin et al. 2008; Mateo et al. 2008). M31 dSphs also have non-spherical shapes but are
rounder (axial ratio of 0.7-0.9) than MW dSphs. However, because it is very dicult to identify
the member stars in outer regions of dSphs and to detect fainter stars so far, our understanding
of stellar structures might represent just the tip of the iceberg.
Accordingly, it is necessary to consider the complete sample of dSphs to obtain tighter limits
on stellar distributions. Therefore it is worthy of carrying out deeper and wider eld imaging
surveys.
1.2.3 Star Formation History
In most cases, dSph galaxies have no gas and no recent star-formation activity, and are occupied
by a large fraction of old and metal-poor stars. In this regard, one of the straightforward
interpretation of formation history of the dSphs is that rapid star formation in the early universe
expelled all the gas from the galaxy and then quenched subsequent star formation. However,
recent observational studies have revealed that dSphs consist of complicated stellar populations,
indicating widely dierent star formation histories in each dSph (e.g., Grebel & Gallagher 2004;
Tolstoy et al. 2009). In particular, Weisz et al. (2014) analyzed color-magnitude diagram (CMD)
of most dwarf galaxies in the Local Group taken from deep imaging of Hubble Space Telescope,
19
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Figure 1.3 The metallicity distribution for the eight MW dSph galaxies. The Black histograms
with error bars in each panel are observed metallicity distributions. The Blue, red and green
lines denote the maximum-likelihood cases of three dierent chemical evolution models taken
into account the measurement uncertainties: \Leaky Box model" is assumed that initial gas
is zero-metal and the galaxy is inhibited to accrete new gases. \Accretion model" is assumed
that the galaxy is allowed to be supplied new zero-metal gas available for star formation. \Pre-
Enriched model" is a generalization of the Leaky box, but the initial gas is already enriched.
The colored text in each panel indicates the most plausible model (Kirby et al. 2013).
and then derived their star formation history. Figure 1.2 shows that cumulative star formation
history (SFH) of the MW UFD (left panel) and Classical (right panel) dSphs. As seen in
this gure, while all UFDs have undergone early and rapid star formation, classical ones have
much more diverse formation histories, such as single, multiple burst(s) and consecutive star
formation, than the UFDs.
However, the SFHs estimated from CMD, especially of such fainter dwarf galaxies whose
main-sequence turn-o stars are not observationally reached, have yet large uncertainties be-
cause there is strong degeneracy between the age and the metallicity of stars on the CMD.
Thus, the metal abundance of dSphs taken from spectroscopic observations as well as CMD us-
ing photometric observations has often been used to disentangle the complex formation history
of the dSphs.
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1.2.4 Chemical Properties
In recent years, advanced observations by high-resolution spectroscopy resolved important
chemical properties of dSph satellites of the MW and M31. This is because these satellites
are suciently close so that the stellar spectra for their resolved red giant branch (RGB) stars
enable us to measure the metal abundance.
Figure 1.3, taken from Kirby et al. (2013), displays the metallicity distribution of member
stars in Fornax, Leo I, Sculptor, Leo II, Sextans, Ursa Minor, Draco and Canes Venatici I (UFD)
based on the analysis of iron lines taken from medium resolution (R  6500) spectroscopy using
the Deep Imaging Multi-Object Spectrometer (DEIMOS; Faber et al. 2003) on the Keck II tele-
scope. As shown in this gure, the MW dSphs have a wide variety of the shapes of metallicity
distributions. For instance, Fornax, Leo I and Leo II have high-peak distributions with metal-
poor tail, whereas Sculptor, Sextans, Ursa Minor and Draco have more broad distributions.
Figure 1.3 also shows the best-t results of three dierent analytic chemical evolution models.
Figure 1.4 The universal relation between stellar mass and averaged-metallicity of dwarf galaxies
in the Local Group. The blue contour in high mass region indicates the number of galaxies
observed by SDSS. The dashed line is the least-squares t to the Local Group galaxies only,
while the dotted line denotes the median for SDSS galaxies in each mass bin (Kirby et al. 2013).
Although there are still observational uncertainties, not all of dSphs have same chemical evo-
lutions in their analysis. Moreover, they presented the universal mass-metallicity relation for
all observed dwarf galaxies (see Figure 1.4). This indicates broadly that galaxies with deeper
gravitational potential wells can retain supernova ejecta and enhance metal enrichment in the
gas more easily than lower mass galaxies.
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In the hierarchical formation framework, the Galactic halo may have been built up from early
accretion and merging events of its satellite dwarf galaxies, so that the chemical properties of
surviving dSphs around the MW could be similar to those of MW halo stars. However, Helmi
et al. (2006) argued that there is a discrepancy between the metallicity distributions of the MW
halo and its dSph satellites. Figure 1.5 shows that the comparison of cumulative metallicity
distribution functions of the Galactic halo (black histogram) and the Galactic dSphs (Fornax,
Sculptor, Sextans and Carina), and four dSphs obviously have no metal-poor stars below [Fe/H]
<  3 while the Galactic halo has a metal-poor tail down to [Fe/H]   3:5. This result suggests
that the progenitors of current dSphs are dierent from the building blocks of the MW. On the
other hand, Kirby et al. (2009) and Frebel et al. (2010) have discovered an extremely metal-poor
star with [Fe/H]<  3:5 in Sculptor dSph, providing insight into the role of dSphs in building
the Galactic stellar halo. Therefore, the characteristic objects of the MW stellar halo building
blocks is still a matter of debate.
High resolution spectroscopy also enables us to obtain the abundances of other chemical
elements in the dSphs. In particular, the availability of -element data is useful for understand-
ing chemical evolution of the dSphs. Figure 1.6, taken from Venn et al. (2004), displays the
relation between [/Fe] for two -elements (Mg, Ca, Ti and average of the three) and [Fe/H] of
stars in dSph stars (Sculptor, Fornax, Carina and Leo I) as well as the Galactic halo and disk
stars. This ratio is widely used to estimate how supernovae enhanced the chemical elements
in a galaxy because the chemical yield depends on the type of supernovae, i.e., Type Ia and
II supernovae (SNe Ia and SNe II) that had occurred during the galaxy formation. SNe II,
which is the nal stage of stellar evolution for more massive than 8M, produce predominantly
-elements and expel them to interstellar space, while Fe is produced both in SNe Ia and II.
The life time of progenitors of SNe II is about  a few Myr, much shorter than that of SNe Ia
( a few Gyr). Therefore, at early stage of the galaxy formation, the ISM had been enriched
by SNe II, so that the stars formed then should have enriched [/Fe]. After that, since SNe Ia
started to contribute, ISM has gradually been dominated by Fe, and thus [/Fe] decreases.
Accordingly, this process is seen as a \knee" in Figure 1.6. It is noted that the knee position
is dependent not only on star-formation rate of a galaxy, but on the initial mass function and
the SNe Ia time scale.
In Figure 1.6, while dSph stars are distributed similarly to the Galactic ones at low-
metallicity, at [Fe/H] &  2 dex, [/Fe] of dSph stars rapidly decreases with increasing metal-
licity compared with that of the Galactic stars. Moreover, dSph stars show wider distribution
in [/Fe] than the Galactic ones, thereby implying that the dSphs would have experienced
inhomogeneous chemical evolution. These dissimilarities would reect the dierence in the star
formation and/or chemical enrichment between dSphs and the Galactic halo.
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Figure 1.5 Cumulative metallicity distribution of the stars in the MW halo and its dSphs. Black
histogram with error bars denotes the mean values of Hamburg-ESO survey sample (Beers &
Christlieb 2005) using bootstrapped method. The other lines with symbols denote the four
dSphs data from the The Dwarf Abundances and Radial velocities Team (DART) survey (Helmi
et al. 2006).
Figure 1.6 -abundance ratios (Mg, Ca, Ti and mean of the three) against [Fe/H] for the dSph
stars (black squares) and the Galactic stars (colored circles), respectively. The dSph stars
contain Sculptor, Fornax, Carina and Leo I dSph stars (Shetrone et al. 2003; Geisler et al.
2005), while the Galactic stars are classied into thin disk stars (red), thick disk stars (green),
prograde halo stars (lled cyan), retrograde halo stars (black), high-velocity halo stars (blue)
and halo stars without kinematic classications (open cyan), respectively. The crossed error
bars denote the uncertainties of [/Fe] and [Fe/H] of each star (Venn et al. 2004).
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1.2.5 Dynamical Properties
Spectroscopic measurements also provide important information on the dynamical structure of
the dSphs as well as metal abundance. To investigate their kinematical properties characterized
by their low velocity dispersion (l:o:s  6   11 km s 1) and small velocity gradients, accurate
spectroscopic observations are required to achieve high precision line-of-sight velocities as ac-
curate as a few km s 1 corresponding to spectral resolution R = =  a few thousands. For
example, the Fibre Large Array Multi Element Spectrograph (FLAMS) and GIRAFFE at the
intermediate resolution (R  6500) attached to the Very Large Telescope (VLT) were able to
measure line-of-sight velocity data of the RGB member stars (brighter than V = 19:5) from
Ca II triplet line, achieving measurement uncertainties better than  5 km s 1 with an hour
observing time. This survey, which is called DART survey, obtained  570; 800; 170 members
for the Sculptor, Fornax, and Sextans dSphs (e.g., Tolstoy et al. 2004; Battaglia et al. 2006,
2008b, 2011) On the other hand, Walker et al. (2007a, 2009a) utilized the Michigan/MIKE
Fiber System (MMFS) attached to the Magellan/Clay telescope, and obtained 100s  1000s
line-sight-velocities of four MW dSphs ( 775, 2500, 1365, 440 member stars for Carina, For-
nax, Sculptor and Sextans) on a limited wavelength range at R  20; 000. In what follows,
we introduce mainly four dynamical properties of dSphs based on line-of-sight velocities and
velocity dispersions of their stars by the above observations.
First, the dSphs have no or negligibly small mean line-of-sight velocity gradients, so that
the internal kinematics of dSphs is dominated by random motions. Walker (2013) investigated
the mean line-of-sight velocity gradients for Carina, Fornax, Sculptor and Sextans from data
sample of Walker, Mateo, & Olszewski (2009a), and demonstrated that the maximum values
of mean velocity gradients for these dSphs is much less than their velocity dispersions, that is,
the ratio of maximum mean line-of-sight velocity to intrinsic velocity dispersion, vl:o:s= . 0:5.
This indicates that dSphs are the dispersion-supported system, and thus we basically need not
consider the eects of rotation on dynamical modeling.
Second, the spectroscopic observations have revealed that dSph galaxies have much larger
velocity dispersions than expected from the stellar system alone, indicating that dSphs are
largely dominated by dark matter, with mass-to-light ratios of 10 to 1000 (Mateo 1998; Gilmore
et al. 2007; McConnachie 2012). Figure 1.7 shows the dynamical mass-to-light ratios for twelve
dSphs derived by Gilmore et al. (2007). Dynamical mass is estimated by using a spherical Jeans
equation and tting it to the line-of-sight velocity dispersion data. The fainter dSphs contain
an abundance of dark matter, while brighter ones such as Fornax and Sculptor dSphs have at
least  10M=L. Therefore, this result allows us to neglect the self-gravity of stars in dSphs
and consider that dSph stars move under the inuence of a dark-matter potential.
Third, several luminous dSphs host multiple stellar sub-populations. For instance, Figure 1.8
shows the two stellar components in Sculptor dSph (Tolstoy et al. 2004; Battaglia et al. 2008a).
Left panel presents the surface brightness proles for red horizontal branch (RHB) and blue
horizontal branch (BHB) stars, suggesting that metal-rich and younger population of RHB is
distributed more concentratedly than metal-poor and older population of BHB. As seen in the
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Figure 1.7 The ratios of total dynamical mass to V-band total luminosity against V-band
absolute magnitude for dSphs (Gilmore et al. 2007).
right panel of Figure 1.8, RGB stars also exhibit two components which have noticeably dierent
kinematical properties. Metal-rich RGB stars have relatively cold kinematics with a decreasing
line-of-sight velocity dispersion with distance from the center, whereas metal-poor ones have
hotter kinematics and almost constant dispersion prole. Foranx and Sextans dSphs also have
similar features (Amorisco & Evans 2012; Battaglia et al. 2011), and thus these features are
crucial to derive and discuss the detailed structure of dark halos in dSphs.
Finally, Strigari et al. (2008, hereafter S08) claimed that assuming spherical symmetry for
both stellar and dark-halo density-proles and solving a spherically symmetric Jeans equation,
all the dSph satellites with luminosities ranging over almost four orders of magnitude have a
common mass of  107M within a radius of 300 pc (M300), where dark matter is dominated
in its mass. This result suggests a particular restriction on the nature of dark matter and the
formation process of dwarf galaxies; several attempts have been made to reproduce a common
mass scale of around 107M. For example, Maccio et al. (2009) have performed numerical
simulations coupled with a semi-analytical model for galaxy formation, to explain this common
mass scale within the context of CDM scenario. They have suggested that the narrow range
of M300 originates from the narrow distribution of circular velocities (Vcirc = 20  40 km s 1)
of the progenitor subhalos at the time of their accretion on to the host halo, for which baryonic
matter is able to cool rapidly and form stars. However, under the assumption of axisymmetry,
the mass constancy within inner 300 pc as argued by spherical models is not necessarily the
case. Figure 1.9 illustrates the estimated total mass within 300 pc as a function of their total
luminosity derived by Hayashi & Chiba (2012). The lled symbols denote the spherical mass
model, while open symbols are based on axisymmetric models for the cases of NFW (triangles)
and CORE (circles). It is clear that our axisymmetric mass models provide a dierent picture
on this issue. Therefore, they nd that this mass estimate is rather sensitively dependent on
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the assumed mass proles and shapes of dark matter halos in dSphs.
Figure 1.8 Two chemodynamical stellar sub-components of Sculptor dSph (Battaglia et al.
2008a, see also Tolstoy et al. 2004). Left: Surface density proles for Sculptor's RGB (black),
RHB (red) and BHB stars (blue). Each colored line denotes best-tting surface density models.
Right: Line-of-sight velocity dispersion proles for (a) Metal-rich ([Fe/H]>  1:5) RGB, (b)
Metal-poor ([Fe/H]<  1:7) RGB, (c) all RGB velocity data, respectively.
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Figure 1.9 The estimated total mass of six dSphs within their inner 0.3 kpc (M300) as a function
of their total luminosity, in units of solar luminosities. Filled squares denote the results of
Strigari et al. (2008), while open circles (CORE) and triangles (NFW) are based on Hayashi &
Chiba (2012).
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1.2.6 Anisotropic spatial distribution of the MW and M31 satellites
The spatial distribution of satellite galaxies relative to their host galaxies may hold important
clues to the formation history of galaxies. This is especially true for CDM models in which
the dark matter halos of galaxies are mildly attened, and galaxy formation and mass accretion
occur within laments. Thus, the key to understanding the origin of the anisotropic satellites
distribution lies in the connection between halos and the cosmic web and, in particular, in the
way in which satellites are accreted into the main halo.
Some of early studies on the location of satellite galaxies suggested that satellites pertained
host disk galaxies with projected radius rp  50 kpc are located preferentially near the minor
axes of their hosts (e.g., Holmberg 1969; Zaritsky et al. 1997). On the other hand, several sub-
sequent studies found that satellites tend to be alined with major axes of their hosts (Valtonen
et al. 1978) or concluded little evidence for such a preferential alignment (e.g., Hawley & Peebles
1975; Sharp et al. 1979). This issue has also been investigated for the MW and M31. Many
of previous studies reported that the spatial distribution of satellites in the MW and M31 is
manifestly anisotropic with the majority of the satellites found in a attened structure nearly
perpendicular to the disk component (e.g., Lynden-Bell 1982; Hartwick 2000; Majewski 1994;
Kroupa et al. 2005; Koch & Grebel 2006; Ibata et al. 2013; Conn et al. 2013). In particular,
Ibata et al. (2013) discovered the existence of a vast planer subgroup of satellites in M31 and
also the coherent rotational motion of satellites within this structure.
How were their anisotropic distributions formed? Several numerical simulations have at-
tempted to reproduce these anisotropies within or without the framework of the CDM cos-
mology. Libeskind et al. (2005) and other authors (Kang et al. 2005; Zentner et al. 2005; Deason
et al. 2011) suggested that anisotropic structure can be understood within the framework of
the CDM cosmology. This is because these characteristic structures have its long axis aligned
with the major axis of the host dark matter halo as a consequence of the preferential infall of
satellites along a few laments of the cosmic web. On the other hand, these structures should
originate not from cosmological structures but from tidal debris of a past galaxy encounter (e.g.,
Pawlowski & Kroupa 2013; Pawlowski et al. 2014; Pawlowski & McGaugh 2014). Therefore,
formation of anisotropic satellites distributions is still a matter of ongoing debate.
Accordingly, it is crucial to derive and discuss the detailed structure of dark halos in galaxies
in comparison with theoretical predictions. Hayashi & Chiba (2014) investigated the global
shape and density prole of the dark halo in M31 using the latest kinematic data of globular
clusters and dwarf spheroidal galaxies in the Andromeda halo. They found that the most
plausible cases for Andromeda yield a prolate shape for its dark halo, and this prolate dark halo
in Andromeda is consistent with theoretical predictions in which the satellites are distributed
anisotropically and preferentially located along major axes of their host halos. It is reection
of the intimate connection between galactic dark matter halos and the cosmic web.
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1.3 -dominated Cold Dark Matter Universe
As mentioned in Section 1.1, the matter structures in the Universe are possibly formed by
hierarchical formation process. The -dominated Cold Dark Matter (CDM) models have
played an indispensable role in describing such hierarchical formation in the expanding Universe,
that is, -dominated Universe, because the theory is well-reproduced in the linear perturbation
regime such as temperature uctuation of the cosmic microwave background radiation (e.g.,
Spergel et al. 2007; Komatsu et al. 2011) and large-scale structure of galaxy distribution (e.g.,
Tegmark et al. 2004) on spatial scales larger than  1 Mpc. At the early stage in the Universe,
small density perturbations had been occurred, and then these perturbations grew and collapsed
to form small halos. At later stage, large number of these small progenitors repeat merging and
aggregate into larger halos in the growing process of dark-matter.
In the linear regime, the evolution of dark-matter perturbation has been formulated by
Newtonian regime theory, which has been widely accepted because this theory is successful
in explaining a wide variety of observations. On the other hand, the studies for formation
and evolution in the non-linear scales, especially in galactic and sub-galactic scales, have been
relying on N -body simulations in a great deal. Thus N -body simulations are an important
tool to investigate the non-linear growth of cosmological structures. Owing to the growth of
computational studies, high-resolution N -body simulations have revealed important properties
of dark matter halos at small spatial scales. However, these theoretical predictions are not
in good agreement with observations for less massive galaxies such as dwarf galaxies and low
surface brightness galaxies, and there are still open questions in the non-linear regime.
In this section, we introduce three main properties of galactic and sub-galactic dark halos
predicted from N -body simulations, and then discuss about three outstanding problems in the
CDM models.
1.3.1 The Properties of Dark Matter Halos at Galactic and Sub-
galactic scales
Abundance and Distribution of Subhalos in a MW-sized Dark Halo
CDM-based N -body simulations have predicted that numerous dark-matter substructures
(subhalos) exist in a Milky-Way-sized host halo (Klypin et al. 1999; Moore et al. 1999). More
recently, high-resolution simulations have revealed that there are dark-matter clumps (sub-sub
halos) hosted the dark-matter subhalos (e.g., Diemand et al. 2005, 2008; Springel et al. 2008).
They also found that cumulative subhalo abundance as a function of maximum subhalo circular
velocity in unit of circular velocity of the host halos is independent of host halo mass and mass
resolutions. Aquarius simulation (Springel et al. 2008) is the one of the highest-resolution N -
body simulations, and achieves that one MW-sized halo can have about 1:5 109 dark matter
particles having  1700M in case of the highest resolution. This simulation found that a MW-
sized host halo has the largest number of subhalos at that time. Currently, higher resolution
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ones (e.g., Ishiyama et al. 2013; Ishiyama 2014) found the microhalos which have the mass as
low as the earth (Mhalo  10 6M), which is the lowest mass in the dark matter halos predicted
from CDM theory. Therefore, the abundance of substructures in a host halo would increases
with improvement in computational performance of N -body simulations.
Libeskind et al. (2005) as well as Zentner et al. (2005) studied the spatial distribution of
substructures in a MW-sized halo using N -body and semi-analytic simulations of the concor-
dance CDM theory. They found that while all subhalos appear to be distributed isotropically,
massive subhalos corresponding to luminous satellites are obviously distributed anisotropically
and preferentially located along major axes of their host halos. As mentioned in Chapter 1.2.6,
this results would be similar to anisotropic distribution of the MW and M31 satellites, but be
inconsistent with the coherent rotational motion of satellites within their structures.
Density Proles of Dark Matter Halos
Navarro et al. (1996, 1997) investigated the density proles of dark matter halos formed by
cosmological dark matter simulation, and found that the spherically-averaged central density
proles are strongly cusped for all dark matter halos. They also demonstrated these density
proles is accurately tted by the following simple function
NFW(r)
crit
=
c
(r=rs)(1 + r=rs)2
; (1.4)
where rs is a scale radius, c is a characteristic dimensionless density, and crit = 3H
2=8G is
the critical density of the universe, where H is Hubble parameter. This function is well known
as Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) prole and used extensively in theoretical and observational
studies for dark halos. Recently, Navarro et al. (2010) found from Aquarius simulations that
the density prole of CDM halos can be well reproduced by Einasto proles rather than NFW
proles. Einasto proles are represented by a radially dependent density slope,
ln[Ein(r)= 2] = ( 2=)[(r=r 2)   1]; (1.5)
where r 2 is a radius where the density slope is equal to  2,  2 is dened as  2  (r 2),
and  is curvature of density prole.
Navarro et al. (1997) predicted that dark-matter density-proles do not depend on the size
and mass of dark halos. However, subsequent studies have claimed that dark matter densities
are not strictly universal (Jing & Suto 2000; Navarro et al. 2010; Ishiyama 2014). In any case,
pure dark matter N -body simulations have suggested that all the dark matter halos have a
centrally cusped density distribution.
The Shapes of Dark Matter Halos
A number of numerical experiments of CDM show a clear prediction that the shapes of dark
matter halos are generally triaxial, with axial ratios depending on the mass of the dark halos.
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Jing & Suto (2002) rst performed the statistical study for shapes of dark matter halos within
the CDM cosmology. They inspected how the shapes of CDM dark halos vary from galactic
to cluster scales using cosmological N -body simulations and found that the axial ratios of dark
halos increase with increasing dark halo mass and redshift. Since this pioneering work, thanks
to high-resolution simulations, the detailed shapes of MW-sized dark halos and its substructures
have been studied in more detail.
For MW-type dark halos, their shapes are strongly inuenced from mass accretion along the
lament (e.g., Libeskind et al. 2005; Zentner et al. 2005; Vera-Ciro et al. 2011). Vera-Ciro et al.
(2011) used the Aquarius simulation to investigate in detail the shape evolution of MW-type
dark halos and found that dark halos evolve from prolate shape in the early universe to triaxial
or oblate conguration at the present time. This is because prolate shapes arise that dark halos
are preferentially elongated along the dominant narrow laments of the cosmic web, whereas
triaxial/oblate ones reect the more isotropic mass accretion from wide-bodied laments at the
late epoch. Moreover, more central region of dark halos can still retain the intrinsic shape, that
is, imprints of the early formation history are recorded because inner parts of dark halos are
less aected by accretion events.
On the other hand, for subhalos, the shapes are generally subject to strength and frequency
of tidal eects from the host halo; subhalos, which have passed through pericenter many times,
are rounder than isolated ones (Kuhlen et al. 2007; Barber et al. 2014). Also, all of recent
N -body simulations have predicted that dark subhalos, which are at the low-mass end of a
mass function for dark halos as well as galaxies, are not strongly triaxial (Kuhlen et al. 2007;
Schneider et al. 2012), but rather statistically oblate, axisymmetric shapes (Vera-Ciro et al.
2014).
1.3.2 Small Scale Crisis of CDM theory
As mentioned above, CDM theory has yet several discrepancies with existing observations on
the spatial scales smaller than ?1 Mpc, i.e., galactic and subgalactic scales. These issues are
so-called \small scale crises" of CDM. In what follows, we introduce three major crises and
possible mechanisms to alleviate them considering the baryon eects.
Missing Satellites Problem
Missing satellites problem is that the large discrepancy between the small number of observed
satellites around a galaxy such as the MW and M31 and the large number of predicted surviving
CDM subhalos. This was rst claimed by Moore et al. (1999) and Klypin et al. (1999). The
left panel in Figure 1.10 shows the cumulative (maximum) circular velocity (Vc) functions of
substructures in galaxy-sized halos and a cluster-sized halo of the cosmological simulation of
Moore et al. (1999). The observed satellites associated with the MW and the Virgo cluster
are also plotted here. The number of actual substructures in the cluster scale can be well-
reproduced by the cosmological model, while those in the MW halo are signicantly lower than
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Figure 1.10 Left: The cumulative numbers of subhalos in a MW-sized dark halo (dashed line) and
a cluster-sized dark halo (solid lines) predicted by cosmological simulation with the observed
satellites of the MW (lled circles) and of the Virgo cluster (open circles) as a function of
(maximum) circular velocities normalized to the circular velocities of the host halos (Moore
et al. 1999). Right: Comparison of the mass function of dwarf satellites within the MW halo
(black) and subhalos in the Via Lactea simulation (red). Dynamical mass is measured within
a x physical radius of 600 pc (Strigari et al. 2007).
the predicted one.
This problem could be merely thought due to the fact that the fainter satellites are not
detected yet by current equipments. Tollerud et al. (2008) corrected the luminosity function
of MW satellites for luminosity bias in the survey volume using SDSS data, and expected that
at least a hundred faint satellites such as UFDs exist within 400 kpc of the MW taking into
account completeness limit of SDSS. In further deeper photometric survey with larger telescope
such as Subaru/HSC and Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) may solve missing satellites
problem.
On the other hand, from the theoretical point of view, the estimates of circular velocity of
the observed satellites, Vc, are dicult to constrain, and thus these quantities would have large
uncertainties. This is because dark halos can extend well beyond the stellar radius of a satellite,
so Vc requires extrapolation and assumptions about the density prole in more outer region.
Also, the value of Vc are estimated under the assumption of isotropic velocity dispersions of
satellites, even though these galaxies do not have simple but complex velocity distributions.
This also would cause the large uncertainties in Vc. To minimize these uncertainties, Strigari
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Figure 1.11 Circular velocities within half light radius for MW dSphs, as derived from
V 2circ(r1=2) = 3h2losi. The shed lines are rotation curves of NFW subhalo with Vmax =
f12; 18; 24; 40g km s 1 taken from Aquarius simulation (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2012).
et al. (2007) instead adopted the mass within a radius of 0.6 kpc estimated from a spherical
Jeans equation. The right panel in Figure 1.10 shows the mass function of luminous dwarf
satellites of the MW and simulated dark subhalos. It is noted that missing satellites problem
is not merely the overabundance of dark subhalos, but also the discrepancy between the slope
of mass functions inferred from actual dwarf satellites and predicted subhalos. This implies
that there are dierent physical mechanisms with respect to dwarf galaxy formation from more
massive galaxies.
In recent years, this discrepancy is thought to be due to the astrophysical processes; UV
reionization, baryonic cooling, supernovae, and gas accretion aect star formation in dark mat-
ter halos (e.g., Bullock et al. 2000; Benson et al. 2002; Kaufmann et al. 2009; Sawala et al. 2014).
Furthermore, hydrodynamical simulations which include gas dynamics and radiative transfer
have been able to reproduce some of the observed luminosity and metallicity properties of galax-
ies (e.g., Springel 2010). Although the complete understanding of star formation process that
reproduces the observed properties of satellite galaxies remains uncertain, the solution to the
missing satellite problem will provide important implications for baryonic and/or non-baryonic
physics in galaxy formation and evolution.
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Too-Big-To-Fail Problem
Recently a new issue has been raised that the masses of most massive subhalos in a galaxy sized
halo in CDM are systematically heavier than those of the Galactic satellites (Boylan-Kolchin
et al. 2011, 2012). This discrepancy is so-called "too-big-to-fail" (TBTF) problem. Boylan-
Kolchin et al. (2012) compared maximum Vc, Vmax, of most massive ten subhalos in galaxy-sized
halos in CDM with those of brightest dSphs. While all dSphs have 12 . Vmax . 25 km s 1
(see Figure 1.11), ten subhalos predicted by CDM simulation have Vmax > 25 km s
 1. TBTF
problem can be expanded to the satellites of M31 (Collins et al. 2014; Tollerud et al. 2014)
and the Local Group (Kirby et al. 2014), thus this issue exists for isolated galaxies as well as
satellite ones, thereby indicating that the possible mechanisms to mitigate this would not be
environmental eects but internal eects such as stellar feedbacks.
This problem may be regarded as a rewriting of the \core-cusp" problem (as described
below), where the presence of a core in the center of a halo tends to lower its mean mass density
inside the luminous parts (e.g., Pontzen & Governato 2014; Ogiya & Burkert 2015). Thus, to
solve both problems simultaneously, a possible solution may rely on a transformation mechanism
from a cusped to cored central density, e.g., through the eects of baryonic process. In recent
years, high-resolution cosmological N -body and hydrodynamical simulations have attempted
alleviate the above issues; inner dark halo proles at dwarf-galaxy scales can be made cored
because of energy feedback from star-formation activity driven by gas outow of galaxies such
as radiation energy from massive stars, stellar winds and supernova explosions (Pe~narrubia
et al. 2012; Governato et al. 2012; Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2013; Madau et al. 2014; Di Cintio
et al. 2014b,a; Brooks & Zolotov 2014; Ogiya & Mori 2014; Sawala et al. 2014). In the light of
suggestions from these simulations, dark halo structures can be related with the evolution of
dwarf galaxies such as star formation history and chemical enrichment.
Core-Cusp problem
The \core-cusp" problem is that CDM-based N -body simulations have predicted strongly
cusped proles in the center of dark halos (e.g., Navarro et al. 1996, 1997; Fukushige & Makino
1997; Diemand et al. 2008; Ishiyama et al. 2013), whereas the dark halos in the observed galaxies,
especially dSphs and low surface brightness (LSB) galaxies, suggest a cored or shallower cusped
density proles (e.g., Moore 1994; Burkert 1995; Gilmore et al. 2007; de Blok et al. 2001; de Blok
2010). Recent studies of this problem, however, have argued the possibility that a fraction of the
observed dSphs and LSBs can actually have cusped density proles (e.g., Hayashi et al. 2004;
Strigari et al. 2010; Battaglia et al. 2011; Strigari et al. 2014). Therefore, the question of which
central density proles, cusped or cored, observed dSphs have, has been ambiguous and thus
launched the debate known as the core-cusp problem. In terms of observational constraints, we
focus on and summarize the results from some remarkable studies, especially for dSphs, to this
issue.
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Gilmore et al. (2007) gave a review of studies on the inner slope of dSph's dark halo prole
based on spherical Jeans modeling and concluded that cored proles are preferred for all clas-
sical dSphs in the MW. Recently applying the relation between the half-light radii and masses
within these radii, Walker & Pe~narrubia (2011) inferred the central density proles in Fornax
and Sculptor. They suggested that NFW-like cuspy proles can be ruled out at signicance
level & 96% and & 99% for Fornax and Sculptor, respectively. Moreover, Amorisco et al. (2013)
and Agnello & Evans (2012) applied the projected virial theorem to the multiple stellar com-
ponents for Fornax and Sculptor, respectively, and argued that this modeling disfavors cuspy
proles in these dSphs. In contrast, using the axisymmetric Schwarzschild method, Jardel et al.
(2013) and Jardel & Gebhardt (2013) applied their axisymmetric stellar models to MW dSphs.
They concluded that the dark halo proles in the dSphs is similar to NFW proles. Strigari
et al. (2014) assumed the distribution function of the stellar system embedded in a spherical
NFW dark halo, and showed that this distribution function reproduces the line-of-sight veloc-
ity dispersions and surface stellar densities of two subcomponents in Sculptor dSph. On the
other hand, Walker et al. (2009b) and Breddels & Helmi (2013) concluded that it is dicult to
constrain an inner prole of a dark halo with current data quantity and quality.
We note that some specic model assumptions (such as spherical symmetry), degeneracies
(such as between velocity anisotropy and mass distribution for stellar and dark matter halo),
and data quantity and quality yield uncertainties in the model results, thus it is still unclear if
most or all of the dSphs have indeed cored central density proles in their dark halos. There-
fore, studies on dark matter in dSph galaxies have been hampered by these assumptions and
degeneracies.
1.4 The purpose of This Thesis
As shown so far, owing to deep imaging and high-resolution spectroscopy, the chemical and
dynamical properties of luminous dSphs have been unveiled adequately. Furthermore, previous
dynamical studies have revealed the dark halo structures in dSphs and have posed the critical
issues against CDM theory. However, there is a caveat that most of these studies have treated
dSph galaxies as spherically symmetric systems, and thus assumed spherical mass models for
simplicity, despite the fact that the luminous parts of the dSphs are actually non-spherical and
CDM models predict non-spherical virialized dark halos. Therefore, the purpose of this thesis is
to construct axisymmetric mass models with velocity anisotropy in the stellar system for dSphs
in the MW and M31 to obtain more realistic and reliable limits on the non-spherical density
structure of dark halos.
The organization of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, we derive our dynamical modeling
and demonstrate model properties. In Chapter 3, we describe the data of seven MW and
ve M31 bright dSphs, which are used for tting in our dynamical models, and the method
of a maximum likelihood analysis to be applied to the data. In Chapter 4, we present the
results of maximum likelihood analysis, and then we show the inuence of sample selection
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and observational errors on best-t parameters. In Chapter 5, we discuss our results and the
implications of dynamical evolution of subhalos and association with star-formation activity in
dSphs. Finally, we present our conclusion of this thesis in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Non-spherical mass models for dwarf
spheroidal galaxies
In this chapter, we describe dynamical modeling for non-spherical dark halos in dSphs based
on Jeans equations. In order to obtain plausible limits on density proles and shapes of dark
halos in dSphs, we construct axisymmetric mass models with considering velocity anisotropy in
the stellar system, where each of the luminous and dark matter density proles has a non-unity
axial ratio, and solve axisymmetric Jeans equations to obtain projected velocity dispersion in
the line of sight. We take into account a nite inclination angle of the system with respect to
the line of sight. In Chapter 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, we describe the line-of-sight velocity dispersion
derived from axisymmetric Jeans equations, the density models for luminous and dark halo
components, respectively. Then we explain the characteristic kinematical properties of our
models in Chapter 2.4.
2.1 Solving the axisymmetric Jeans equations
We assume that the stellar component of dSphs is in dynamical equilibrium with a gravitational
potential dominated by dark matter. In addition, the luminous part of dSphs is not really
spherically symmetric, nor are the shapes of dark matter halos predicted by high-resolution
CDM simulations. Thus, we assume axisymmetry in both stellar and dark-halo components,
for which axisymmetric Jeans equations are applied using velocity dispersion components of
stars, (v2R; v
2
; v
2
z), in cylindrical coordinates. To begin with, we briey introduce the basic
equation for collisionless stellar dynamics, and then we describe axisymmetric Jeans equations
and line-of-sight velocity dispersion converted from Jeans equations.
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2.1.1 The collisionless Boltzmann equation
Since a dwarf galaxy has a relaxation time much longer than its life time, this galaxy may be
considered as a collisionless system. The position x and velocities v of the stars in such a system
can be described through its distribution function f(x;v; t). When the system is in a steady
state and collisionless under the gravitational smooth potential (x), the distribution function
obeys the fundamental equation of stellar dynamics, the steady-state collisionless Boltzmann
equation (Binney & Tremaine 2008),
3X
i=1

vi
@f
@xi
  @
@xi
@f
@vi

= 0: (2.1)
Given that distribution function has six variables, this equation is never closed. Also, this
equation may be unsuitable for the comparison with observations. Thus, in order to mitigate
these problem, a commonly used approach is calculating moments of this equation because
these moments can be easy to compare with observables. This approach leads to the Jeans
equations, which are discussed in the next subsection.
2.1.2 The axisymmetric Jeans equations
Derivation of intrinsic axisymmetric Jeans equations
In cylindrical coordinates (R; ; z), we can rewrite equation (2.1) and assume axisymmetric
stellar system, that is, all derivates with respect to  eliminate (@=@ = 0 and @f=@ = 0),
so we obtain
vR
@f
@R
+ vz
@f
@z
+
v2
R
  @
@R
 @f
@vR
  @
@z
@f
@vz
  vRv
R
@f
@v
= 0: (2.2)
We then take the velocity moments of this equation in the direction R,  and z. This derives
in the following equations respectively
@(v2R)
@R
+
@(vRvz)
@z
+ 
v2R   v2
R
+
@
@R

= 0; (2.3)
1
R2
@(R2vRv)
@R
+
@(vvz)
@z
= 0; (2.4)
@(vRvz)
@R
+
@(v2z)
@z
+ 
@
@z
= 0; (2.5)
where we use notation
 
Z
fdv; vkvj 
Z
fvkvjdv: (2.6)
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Even though these equations have the advantages that they do not require self-consistency, and
do not need to make an assumption about distribution function explicitly, these equations are
still not closed, unless we add the assumptions about the shape of velocity ellipsoid or the form
of the distribution function.
The axisymmetric Jeans equations based on f(E;Lz) and more general modeling
Specic but well-studied consideration is to assume that the distribution function is of the
form f(E;Lz), where E and Lz denote binding energy E =
1
2
v2 +  and angular-momentum
component Lz = Rv toward the symmetry axis, respectively.  is a gravitational potential
and v is an azimuthal velocity component. Under this assumption, the mixed moments are
vanished, and velocity dispersions of stars, v2R and v
2
z , are identical, or in other words a velocity
anisotropy parameter z dened as z = 1 v2z=v2R is zero. Therefore, the equation (2.4) becomes
trivial and the other two questions can be rewritten to
@v2z
@z
+ 
@
@z
= 0; (2.7)
@v2R
@R
+ 
@
@R
+
(v2R   v2)
R
= 0: (2.8)
Hayashi & Chiba (2012, hereafter HC12) constructed axisymmetric mass models using above
axisymmetric Jeans equations and applied these models to line-of-sight velocity dispersion pro-
les of six bright dSphs in the MW to constrain the non-spherical structure of their dark halos.
They concluded that the shapes of these dark halos are very attened (axial ratio of dark halo:
Q  0:3  0:4) for most of the sample dSphs. We, however, note that their axisymmetric mass
models are limited to address the degeneracy between velocity anisotropy and dark-halo shape
as shown by Cappellari (2008), that is, the eects of a attened dark halo Q < 1 on the line-of-
sight velocity dispersions is very similar to those of a attening velocity ellipsoid z > 0. Thus,
in order to obtain more realistic and reliable mass distribution of the dark halos in dSphs, we
employ the axisymmetric mass models which are more generalized than those in HC12.
In contrast to HC12, we adopt a non-zero velocity anisotropy parameter, z = 1   v2z=v2R.
For simplicity, we assume the constant anisotropy, z = constant (Cappellari 2008). This
assumption is roughly supported by N -body simulations; Vera-Ciro et al. (2014) have shown
that CDM subhalos have an almost constant z along the minor axis, and only a weak trend
as a function of distance along the major axis. In this case, the relation between the dark
matter halo potential, , and moments of the stellar distribution function is expressed via the
Jeans equations:
v2z =
1
(R; z)
Z 1
z

@
@z
dz; (2.9)
v2 =
1
1  z
"
v2z +
R

@(v2z)
@R
#
+R
@
@R
; (2.10)
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where  describes the three-dimensional stellar density. For simplicity, we also assume that
the density distribution of the stellar system has the same orientation and symmetry as those
of the dark matter halo. These velocity dispersions are provided by the second moments that
separate into the contribution of ordered and random motions, as dened by v2 = 2 + v2.
The Line-of-sight velocity dispersion proles
In order to compare these solutions with observed stellar kinematics in dSphs, we derive the
line of sight velocity dispersion from v2R (=
1
1 z v
2
z), v
2
z and v
2
, taking into account inclination
of the object with respect to the observer. We adopt the following steps for this calculation,
following the method given in Tempel & Tenjes (2006). Firstly, we project v2R and v
2
 to the
plane parallel to the galactic plane. Projected dispersions are given as
2 = v
2

x2
R2
+
1
1  z v
2
z

1  x
2
R2

; (2.11)
where x is the projected coordinate. Secondly, we project v2z and 
2
 to the line of sight. Using 
as the angle between the galactic plane and the line of sight, the line-of-sight velocity dispersion
is
2` = 
2
 cos
2+ v2z sin
2: (2.12)
Finally, we average 2` along the line of sight by means of weighted integration with stellar
density, thus
2los(x; y) =
1
I(x; y)
Z 1
 1
(R; z)2` (R; z)d`; (2.13)
where I(x; y) is the surface density as determined from (R; z), and ` is dened along the line
of sight. Changing the integration variables in the equation (2.13) to those along radius R, we
can rewrite
2los(x; y) =
1
I(x; y)
Z 1
x
	
RdR
cos
p
R2   x2 ; (2.14)
where
	 = (R; z1)
2
` (R; z1) + (R; z2)
2
` (R; z2); (2.15)
z1;2 =
 y
sin

p
R2   x2

tan: (2.16)
2.2 Stellar density models
We assume that three-dimensional stellar densities of dSphs are modeled by those calculated
from Plummer proles (Plummer 1911), by which stellar surface densities of dSphs are com-
monly tted (e.g., Irwin & Hatzidimitriou 1995; McConnachie & Irwin 2006; Walker et al.
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2009b). Here we generalize the corresponding three-dimensional stellar densities in the follow-
ing axisymmetric form using cylindrical coordinates:
(R; z) =
3L
4b3
h
1 +
m2
b2
i 5=2
; (2.17)
where m2 = R
2 + z2=q2, so  is constant on ellipses with axial ratio q, and L and b are
total luminosity and scale length, respectively. Surface densities of stars are now given as
I(x; y) = L(b2)
 1(1 +m02 =b
2
)
 2 where m02 = x
2 + y2=q02, q0 is the projected axial ratio and
(x; y) are the coordinates aligned with the major and minor axes, respectively. Projected axial
ratio q0 is related to intrinsic ratio q and inclination angle i such as q02 = cos2 i+ q2 sin2 i, where
i = 90 when a galaxy is edge-on and i = 0 for face-on. Throughout this thesis, we dene b
as the projected half light radius.
2.3 Dark halo density models
For the dark matter halo, we assume the following power-law form
(R; z) = 0
 m
bhalo
h
1 +
 m
bhalo
2i (+3)=2
; (2.18)
m2 = R2 + z2=Q2; (2.19)
where 0 is a scale density, bhalo is a scale length in the spatial distribution, and Q is an axial
ratio of a dark matter halo. For simplicity and to focus only on an inner prole of dark matter
halo, we suppose that the density distribution at outer parts is xed to be  / r 3. The model
with  =  1 is well-known as the NFW proles. On the other hand, those with  = 0 have
constant density cores and we call here as core proles. In this work, in tting to the observed
line-of-sight velocity dispersion, we adopt six free parameters (Q; bhalo; 0; z; ; i) for each dSph.
The form of density proles in equations (2.18) and (2.19) allows us to calculate the gravi-
tational force in a simple manner (van der Marel et al. 1994; Binney & Tremaine 2008). Using
variable constant,   a20e2[sinh2 um  (1=e  1)](a0 = const), where um is one of the spheroidal
coordinates (um; vm) and e is an eccentricity, equation (2.19) is transformed to
m2
a20
=
R2
 + a20
+
z2
 +Q2a20
: (2.20)
The gravitational force is thus given in the form of one dimensional integration:
g =  r =  GQa0
Z 1
0
d
(m2)rm2
( + a20)
p
 +Q2a20
; (2.21)
where
rm2 = 2a20
 R
 + a20
e^R +
z
 +Q2a20
e^z

; (2.22)
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and (e^R; e^z) are unit vectors in the directions of R and z, respectively.
Mass interior to some distance m2 = R2+z2=Q2 can be estimated in the following steps (See
Binney & Tremaine 2008). For the density in each shell being constant, mass of the shell between
m and m+ dm is given by
M = 4(m2)
p
1  e2m2m; (2.23)
where e is the eccentricity and m is
m2 = R2 +
z2
1  e2 : (2.24)
Hence
p
1  e2 is equal to axial ratio Q and equation (2.23) can be rewritten as
M = 4(m2)Qm2m: (2.25)
When we calculate this mass of spheroidal systems, we should integrate equation (2.25) from
the mass center to arbitrary distance
M =
Z m
0
4(m2)Qm2dm: (2.26)
2.4 Model properties
In this section, we demonstrate the impact of the non-spherical shape of stellar and dark matter
components and velocity anisotropy z on line-of-sight velocity dispersion proles.
First, we explain the eects of the non-spherical shapes of stellar and dark matter distribu-
tion without considering velocity anisotropy, z = 0. For this case, the velocity dispersions in
R and z directions are identical, so we describe temporarily as 2 = v2R = v
2
z . Figure 2.1 shows
the predicted two dimensional distribution of los calculated from our axisymmetric models for
NFW (solid line) and cored (dashed line) dark matter halos, where we set bhalo=b = 1 and
0 = 1. Left panel shows spherical symmetry models, namely both of axial ratios of dark halos,
Q, and luminous parts, q, are unity, namely, we assume isotropic velocity dispersions for the sake
of demonstration. Obviously, the model can reproduce the result of the spherically symmetric
mass model. On the other hand, middle and right panels show the predictions of non-spherical
models. While middle panel shows the combination of a spherical dark halo (Q = 1) and a
non-spherical stellar distribution (q = 0:8), in right panel both components are non-spherical
(Q = 0:8; q = 0:8). It is clear that these axisymmetric models show very dierent velocity dis-
persion proles from the case of spherically symmetric models showing spherically symmetric
kinematics of stars. Thus, these examples suggest that non-spherical matter distribution can
be deduced from such characteristic distributions of stellar kinematics.
We here explain the eect of changing axial ratios of a stellar system, q, and dark halo, Q,
on velocity dispersion proles, los (See Figure 2.2). First, the eect of decreasing q from unity
while Q is xed, i.e., a more attened stellar system, yields trough and crest-like features in
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Figure 2.1 Contours of line of sight velocity dispersion in the meridional plane derived from our
axisymmetric models, where major and minor axis are normalized by a stellar scale length, i.e.,
b. We assume that the galactic inclination is edge-on (i.e., i = 90), the ratio of bhalo=b is unity
and non velocity anisotropy z = 0. The solid line indicates NFW model, while the dashed
line is CORE model. Left panel shows when both of dark halo and luminous components
are spherical (Q = 1; q = 1). Middle panel shows the combination of a spherical dark halo
(Q = 1) and non-spherical luminous part (q = 0:8), whereas right panel is for the case of
(Q = 0:8; q = 0:8).
central and outer parts of the los prole, respectively, along the major axis, thereby showing
the wavy los prole (as seen in upper-left and middle-left panels of Figure 2.2). This is due
to the decrease of 2(= v2R = v
2
z) in central parts at z = 0 as deduced from equation (2.9), so
los is reduced in such regions, while v2 is more dominant and thus los is larger in outer parts,
following equation (2.10). In much outer parts, los is decreasing with radius as gravitational
force becomes weaker at such large distances. Second, the eect of decreasing Q from unity
while q is xed, i.e., a more attened dark halo, weakens the above wavy feature of the los prole
caused by non-unity q along the major axis (as seen in upper-right and middle-right panels of
Figure 2.2). This is because non-unity Q yields larger gravitational force in z-direction, thereby
increasing 2 in inner parts. Thus, the eect of decreasing Q is opposed to that of decreasing
q, thereby making the los prole being a rather at feature along the major axis. On the other
hand, along the minor axis, the eect of decreasing q and Q on los is monotonous (as seen in
bottom panels of Figure 2.2), which can be straightforwardly understood. From equation (2.10),
v2 is equal to 
2 along the minor axis of R = 0, thus we can consider only the eect on 2, which
is already described above: decreasing q (Q) reduces (increases) 2 and thus attens (steepens)
the los prole. Other halo parameters, i.e., a halo scale length, bhalo, and scale density, 0,
mainly aect the amplitude of the los prole and only weakly change its overall shape. Thus,
Q is insensitive to these parameters. Besides, assumed inner slopes of dark halo densities also
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aect the central parts of the los prole. In comparison with core proles, NFW proles have
steeper inner slopes, thus the innermost part of the los prole increases for the case of NFW
ones. Therefore we are able to understand the dierence between top and middle panels of
Figure 2.2.
Second, we demonstrate the impact of the non-spherical shape of dark halo, Q and velocity
anisotropy z on line-of-sight velocity dispersion proles, because Cappellari (2008) show that
the variations of Q and z have a similar eect on los proles. Figure 2.3 indicates normalized
line-of-sight velocity dispersions along major and minor axes, respectively. We set the xed
axial ratios of stellar distribution in this test calculation, q = 0:7 which is typical value of MW
dSphs. First, as seen in the upper panels of Figure 2.3 denoting the los proles along major
axis, the eects of increasing z (top left) and of decreasing Q (top right) are resemblant as far
as these weaken the wavy feature of the los prole caused by non-spherical q along major axis
as discussed above. However, there is a crucial dierence between these eects. The dierence
in los proles by the change of z does occur at both the inner and outer parts. This is due
to the increasing of z, namely the increase of v2R (=
1
1 z v
2
z), so that los increases in inner
parts and v2 weakens the contribution to los in outer parts. On the other hand, for the case
of the change of Q, this emerges at only central parts. This is because a larger (smaller) Q
yields weaker (stronger) gravitational force in the z-direction, thereby decreasing (increasing)
v2z in inner parts. Second, as shown in the lower panels of Figure 2.3, there is dierence only
in amplitude of the los prole by changing z. This is because los along the minor axis is
contributed only by v2R, and thus the eects of increasing constant z totally increases los
and only weakly shange its overall shape. On the other hand, the eects of changing Q is
monotonous, which can be straightforwardly understood. As mentioned above, we can consider
only the impact on v2z , thus a decreasing (increasing) Q reduces (increases) v
2
z in inner parts.
In summary, we investigate the eects of Q and z on los proles because a strong degeneracy
between these parameters, i.e., a attening of the velocity ellipsoid z > 0 has a similar eect
to a oblate dark halo Q < 1. As a result, we can check the presence of this degeneracy, but we
nd that each eect is a profound dierence in the inuence on line-of-sight velocity dispersion.
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Figure 2.2 Comparison of the shapes of stellar and dark matter distributions. The upper panels
show normalized line of sight velocity dispersions, los=(G0(Q=1)b
2
)
1=2, along the major axis
for NFW, whereas the middle panels are for core density proles. The bottom panels show
these velocity dispersions along the minor axis for NFW. For all of these cases we assume that
the inclination of a galaxy is edge-on (i = 90), the ratio of bhalo=bis unity and no velocity
anisotropy z = 0 for the sake of demonstration.
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Figure 2.3 Comparison of the shapes of dark halo with velocity anisotropy of stars. The upper
panels show normalized line-of-sight velocity dispersions, los=(G0b
2
)
1=2, along the major axis
for a cored case ( = 0), whereas the bottom panels show these velocity dispersions along the
minor axis for the same case. For all of these cases we suppose that the edge-on galaxy (i = 90)
and the ratio of bhalo=b is unity for the sake of demonstration.
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Chapter 3
Data and analysis
In this chapter, we briey describe photometric and kinematic data of member stars in seven
bright MW dSphs (Carina, Fornax, Sculptor, Sextans, Draco, Leo I and Leo II) and ve M31
dSphs (Andromeda I, II, III, V and VII) for the application of our mass models. The method
using Markov-Chain Monte Carlo technique in tting model predictions to the observed velocity
data is also presented.
3.1 Fundamental data
We apply our axisymmetric models to the above-mentioned twelve dSphs to obtain their halo
parameters (Q; bhalo; 0; z; ; i) for each dSph. Table 3.1 lists the observed properties of seven
MW and ve M31 dSph galaxies: the number of member stars, stellar mass of a galaxy assum-
ing a stellar mass-to-light ratio of unity, V-band absolute magnitude, distance from the Sun,
projected half-light radius, projected axial ratio of a stellar system, lookback time at achiev-
ing 70% of current stellar mass in its star-formation history (as detailed in Chapter 5) and
their references. Photometric data listed in Columns 3, 4, 6 and 7 are adopted from Irwin
& Hatzidimitriou (1995) for ve dSphs (Carina, Fornax, Sculptor, Sextans and Leo II), Mar-
tin et al. (2008) for Draco and Leo I, and McConnachie & Irwin (2006) for M31 dSphs. As
previously mentioned, we adopt projected half-light radius (Column 7 in Table 3.1) as stellar
scale length, b, in our models, for which we use the estimate in Walker et al. (2009b) based
on the Irwin & Hatzidimitriou (1995) data and in McConnachie & Irwin (2006). Also we use
the observed axial ratio (Column 8 in Table 3.1) as projected axial ratio q0. Figure 3.1, 3.2 and
3.3 show the sky distribution of kinematic sample of member stars of each dSph with half-light
radius and tidal radius estimated from Plummer prole and King radius, respectively (Irwin
& Hatzidimitriou (1995) for MW; McConnachie & Irwin (2006) for M31). From those gures,
it seems to be no dSph which are well observed enough out to their tidal radii. In particular,
Sextans and the M31 dSphs have signicantly insucient data sample, even though those are
the most luminous dSphs in the Local Group.
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Figure 3.1 Two dimensional distribution of member stars of Carina (top-left), Fornax (top-
right), Sculptor (bottom-left) and Sextans (bottom-right) dSph. The solid and dashed lines
indicate half-light radius estimated from Plummer prole and tidal radius estimated from King
prole, respectively. The values of those radii are described in each panel.
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Figure 3.2 Same as Figure 3.1, but for Draco (top-left), Leo I (top-right), Leo II (bottom-left)
and And I (bottom-right).
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Figure 3.3 Same as Figure 3.1, but for And II (top-left), And III (top-right), And V (bottom-left)
and And VII (bottom-right).
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Table 3.1 The observational dataset for MW and M31 dSph satellites
Object No. of stars M MV D rhalf q0 0:7a Ref.b
(106M) (kpc) (pc) (axial ratio) (Gyr)
MW dSphs
Carina 776 0:38  9:1 0:5 106 6 241 23 0:67 0:05 4:5 1,3,7
Fornax 2523 20:0  13:4 0:3 147 12 668 34 0:70 0:01 4:6 1,3,7
Sculptor 1360 2:3  11:1 0:5 86 6 260 39 0:68 0:03 12:7 1,3,7
Sextans 445 0:44  9:3 0:5 86 4 682 117 0:65 0:05 No data 1,3,7
Draco 185 0:29  8:8 0:3 76 6 196 12 0:69 0:02 11:5 2,7
Leo I 328 5:5  12:0 0:3 254 15 246 19 0:79 0:03 2:7 2,3,7
Leo II 200 0:74  9:8 0:3 233 14 151 17 0:87 0:05 6:8 1,7
M31 dSphs
And I 51 3:9  11:7 0:1 745 24 670 30 0:78 0:04 7:6 5,6,7
And II 488 7:6  12:4 0:2 652 18 1230 20 0:90 0:02 6:2 4,6,7
And III 62 0:83  10:0 0:3 748 24 400 30 0:48 0:02 8:8 5,6,7
And V 85 0:39  9:1 0:2 773 28 350 20 0:82 0:05 10:0 5,6,7
And VII 136 9:5  12:6 0:3 762 35 770 20 0:87 0:04 12:8 5,6,7
aThis value is lookback time at achieving 70% of current stellar mass of dSphs, and is estimated by available
data taken from Weisz et al. (2014).
bReferences: (1) Irwin & Hatzidimitriou (1995); (2) Martin et al. (2008); (3) Walker et al. (2009b); (4)Ho et al.
(2012); (5) Tollerud et al. (2012); (6) McConnachie & Irwin (2006); (7) McConnachie (2012)
For the kinematic data of their member stars, we use published data as follows. For Carina,
Fornax, Sculptor and Sextans dSphs, we adopt Walker et al. (2009a,c), and for Draco, Leo I and
Leo II, we adopt Kleyna et al. (2002), Mateo et al. (2008) and Koch et al. (2007b) , respectively.
For the M31 dSphs, we select ve dSphs (And I, And II, And III, And V, And VII) such that
the number of stars which can be used as kinematic data is more than 50 stars, because we
consider that data sample with less than 50 stars is dicult to evaluate velocity dispersion
proles. For And II we use the kinematical data in Ho et al. (2012), and for the other dSphs in
M31 those in Tollerud et al. (2012) are adopted.
The kinematic data that we use here are line-of-sight velocities taken from the above cited
papers. The methodology to remove foreground contamination (i.e. the Galactic dwarf stars)
and reliably identify member stars diers in each paper. For Carina, Fornax, Sculptor and Sex-
tans dSphs, their member stars are estimated by `expectation-maximization' method in Walker
et al. (2009c). For Draco, the separation of the member stars from the Galactic contaminant
stars is clearly made so there is little likelihood of non-Draco stars being included in the sam-
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Figure 3.4 The procedure for estimating the two-dimensional distribution of line-of-sight veloc-
ity dispersions. Left panel: First, we fold up the stellar distribution into the rst quadrant.
Middle panel: We divide into three areas, which are called Major axis area, Intermediate axis
area and Minor axis area, respectively. Right panel: For each area, we radially separate stars
into bins so that the nearly equal number of stars is contained in each bin.
ples. For Leo I, II and And II member stars, we use Mateo et al. (2008), Koch et al. (2007a),
Ho et al. (2012), which consider those stars that have velocities in the range from 240 to 320
km s 1, from 40 to 120 km s 1, and from  228 to  157 km s 1, respectively. This range
of velocities is well separated from the Galactic foreground stars, because it is unlikely that
these contaminations present in this velocity range. Finally, for the other M31 dSphs, we uti-
lize Tollerud et al. (2012), which adopt membership a method for determining membership
probabilities and set each velocity ranges to separate from the Galactic and M31 halo's con-
taminations. The column 2 in Table 3.1 shows the number of member stars from which each
method distinguishes contamination. These resolved stars are red giant branch stars that are
straightforward to identify.
3.2 Line-of-sight velocity dispersion map
In order to estimate the line-of-sight velocity dispersions for each satellites, we adopt here the
standard approach of using binning prole. To begin with, as we suppose an axisymmetric
system in this work, we analyze velocity data by folding up the stellar distribution into the
rst quadrant in each dSph (See the left panel of Figure 3.4). In HC12, they estimated line-
of-sight velocity dispersion proles along three axes: major, minor and intermediate axis which
is dened at 45 from major axis (See Section 3.2 HC12, for further details). However, their
method utilizes not all of available member stars in each dSph due to focusing on the data only
along these three axes and thus their proles may not fully reect all of the actually available
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data for each galaxy. In this work, to avoid this, we utilize all the velocity data and derive
two-dimensional distribution of line-of-sight velocity dispersions as follows. First, we represent
stellar distribution on the sky (of the rst quadrant of each dSph) in two-dimensional polar
coordinates (r; ) where  = 0 is set along the major axis, and then divide into three areas in
increments of 30 degree in the direction from  = 0 to 90 (see the middle panel of Figure 3.4).
For convenience, we call these three areas as follows: major axis area which is dened in the
region between  = 0 and 30, intermediate axis area with  = 30   60, and minor axis area
with  = 60 90. Second, for each area, we radially separate stars into bins so that the nearly
equal number of stars is contained in each bin:  100 stars/bin for Fornax,  80 stars/bin for
Carina and Sculptor,  50 stars/bin for Sextans and And II,  20 stars/bin for Draco, Leo I,
Leo II and And VII, and 10  15 stars/bin for And I, And III and And V (see the right panel
of Figure 3.4). We thus derive the velocity dispersion maps by using the velocity data of stars
contained in each bin. Filled circles in Figure 3.5 and 3.6 display the velocity dispersion proles
of three axis areas for twelve dSph satellites. It is found that velocity dispersion proles show
systematic changes from the galactic center and some notable dierence between three areas,
so that this information can distinguish the dierence in mass models. It is to be noted that
for these proles in this gure, we deem velocity dispersions in the three areas to be on the
each axis. For instance, the velocity dispersions in the major axis area are considered to be
velocity dispersion prole along major axis, that is, each data is on the (r; 0). But practically,
we estimate averaged position of stars in each bin, and also utilize this averaged value when we
obtain best-tting parameters of our mass models by comparing with observational data.
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Figure 3.5 The line-of-sight velocity dispersions along major, minor and intermediate areas.
The upper three panels are the cases for Carina, Fornax and Sculptor, while lower three are
for Sextans, Draco and Leo I. Red, green and blue marks denote observed line-of-sight velocity
dispersions along major, minor and intermediate axes, respectively.
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Figure 3.6 Same as Figure 4.1, but for Leo II, And I and And II (upper three panels), and for
And III, And V and And VII (lower three panels).
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Chapter 4
Non-spherical dark halo structure in
the dwarf spheroidal galaxies
In this chapter, we present one of our main results, the best-t non-spherical dark halo model
for each of seven MW dSphs (Carina, Fornax, Sculptor, Sextans, Draco, Leo I and Leo II)
and ve M31 dSphs (And I, And II, And III, And V, And VII) and present condence maps
between each parameter. Then, we investigate the impact of photometric observational errors
and limited sample volume on the best-t parameters.
4.1 Best-t models of dark halos in dSphs
We perform the MCMC tting method for the observed map of line-of-sight velocity dispersions
in each dSph mentioned. The best t results for each dSph are summarized in Table 4.1. Solid
lines in Figure 4.1 and 4.2 show the best t line-of-sight velocity dispersion proles along major,
minor and intermediate axes. To begin with, we investigate if the stellar distribution is either
oblate or prolate as judged from the tting results. Column 8 in Table 4.1 shows the ratio of the
most likely value for the prolate case to that for the oblate one. It follows that the oblate case
yields a slightly better t, so in what follows, we focus on only the oblate stellar distribution.
Comparing with the previous results of HC12, which studied the cases for Carina, Fornax,
Sculptor, Sextans, Draco and Leo I, the values of the best-tting halo parameters in this work
remain roughly the same for these galaxies. There exists indeed a degeneracy between Q and
z in such a manner that the eect of increasing z in the tting of velocity dispersions is
similar to that of decreasing Q (Cappellari 2008). However, our results as shown in Table 4.1
indicate that most plausible cases for these dSphs yield z  0, so that a attened dark halo
characterized by small Q is preferred. Thus, our conclusion of non-spherical dark halos as the
best-t cases remains unaltered. Also, it is clear from Column 2 in Table 4.1 that the shapes of
dark halos in the MW and M31 dSphs can be either oblate with Q < 1 or prolate with Q > 1.
This results can be understood as follows. For oblate dark halo, as described in the Chapter 2,
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Table 4.1 Results of MCMC analysis for twelve dSph galaxies.
Galaxy Q bhalo[pc] 0 [M pc 3] z  i [deg] Lprolate=Loblate
MW dSphs
Carina 0:33 0:02 709:7+40:6 44:3 0:107 0:006  0:05 0:06  0:09+0:09 0:05 87:1+2:9 9:1 0.694
Fornax 0:38 0:03 991:1+27:0 21:4 0:086 0:003  0:17+0:16 0:07 0:00 0:04 90:0 10:6 0.898
Sculptor 0:45 0:03 637:7+32:6 26:0 0:168 0:008  0:03+0:06 0:04 0:00 0:09 87:8+2:2 9:1 0.867
Sextans 0:53 0:06 1126:7+93:5 74:5 0:028 0:008 0:23+0:12 0:18 0:00 0:10 89:8+0:2 12:5 0.942
Draco 0:40 0:05 590:2+46:5 43:9 0:153 0:021 0:31+0:08 0:13  0:86+0:11 0:11 75:6+14:4 8:8 0.958
Leo I 0:86 0:10 581:8+33:3 26:1 0:037 0:005 0:09 0:14  1:40+0:06 0:08 70:5+19:5 7:5 0.989
Leo II 0:91 0:16 281:8+35:3 30:6 0:195 0:031  0:62+0:56 1:8 0:00 0:11 88:8+0:2 34:3 0.975
M31 dSphs
And I 2:41+0:49 0:39 811:3
+118:1
 112:7 0:037 0:009 0:79+0:03 0:05  0:39+0:39 0:29 90:0 34:8 0.959
And II 0:57 0:04 2290:9+174:8 84:1 0:010 0:002 0:22+0:05 0:06 0:00 0:04 89:9+0:1 15:6 0.837
And III 0:16 0:04 796:9+90:5 96:8 0:043 0:01   0:21  1:43+0:14 0:23 70:8+8:6 3:3 0.968
And V 4:75+4:54 1:71 369:9
+35:6
 37:2 0:039 0:007  0:13  1:33+0:21 0:12 78:2+11:8 14:3 0.940
And VII 1:60 0:39 486:6+40:3 28:8 0:062 0:01 0:12+0:19 0:47  0:35+0:20 0:46 75:4+14:6 18:6 0.968
when a stellar system is attened (as observed) for an assumed spherical halo, the shape of
velocity dispersion prole is characterized by a wavy feature: trough and crest in the inner and
outer parts, respectively. However, velocity dispersion proles obtained from the observational
data appear to be almost at for observed attened stellar systems, thus it is obvious that dark
halos are expected to be attened. For dSphs with prolate dark halo in And I, V and VII, as
shown in Figure 4.2, the line-of-sight velocity dispersion along with minor axis of these galaxies
are relatively smaller than these with the other axes. In order to reproduce this feature, the
best-t model would be Q > 1 so that v2z decreases in the inner parts. This is because larger
Q yields weaker gravitational force in z-direction, thereby decreasing v2z in inner parts, since
velocity dispersions along minor axis is not considered the eect on v2 from Equation (2.9) and
(2.10). Additionally, the best-t inclinations of galaxies are larger degree, thus the los prole
along the minor axis is almost identical to v2z prole. We however note that because of a paucity
of data volume, the halo parameters of these three galaxies might be greatly overestimated for
axial ratio, Q, as we discuss later.
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Figure 4.1 The line-of-sight velocity dispersions along major, minor and intermediate areas.
The upper three panels are the cases for Carina, Fornax and Sculptor, while lower three are
for Sextans, Draco and Leo I. Red, green and blue marks denote observed line-of-sight velocity
dispersions along major, minor and intermediate axes, respectively.
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Figure 4.2 Same as Figure 4.1, but for Leo II, And I and And II (upper three panels), and for
And III, And V and And VII (lower three panels).
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Figure 4.3 shows the relation between a dark matter density at a scale length and half-light
radius of a stellar component, (bhalo) and rhalf . It is clear that (bhalo) decreases with increasing
rhalf , thereby suggesting that small-size dSphs have denser dark halos, that is, compact dSphs
are largely dominated by dark matter.
Also, Figure 4.4 displays the relation between dark matter surface densities and luminosities
of each dSph. Left panel shows the product of dark matter densities at its scale length, (bhalo),
and half-light radius of a stellar component, (bhalo)b, whilst right panel is the product of (bhalo)
and bhalo. In order to investigate the constancy of above two relations, we employ least squares
tting method to determine the slope of these surface densities as a function of luminosity,
and we nd that the slopes of those are (bhalo)b / L0:0450:010B , and (bhalo)bhalo / L 0:080:011B ,
respectively. It is clear that (bhalo)b and (bhalo)bhalo are nearly constant with respect to the
luminosity of these galaxies. In this respect, some previous studies already have discovered
the similar constancy across a wide range of galaxies of dierent morphological type and the
luminosity beyond the dSphs. For the studies of Kormendy & Freeman (2004, 2014), using 55
spiral galaxy rotation curve and line-of-sight velocity dispersions of a few dSphs, they evaluated
the central density 0 and core radius rc of dark halo assuming the non-singular isothermal
sphere models, and they rst found that 0rc is almost independent of galaxy luminosity, 0rc /
L0:0580:067B . Similarly, Both Donato et al. (2009) and Gentile et al. (2009) also found the constant
dark matter surface density, despite of assuming any cored dark matter density proles such as
Burkert prole (Burkert 1995)
Bur(r) =
0r
3
0
(r + r0)(r2 + r20)
(4.1)
and pseudo-isothermal models
PISO(r) =
0
[1 + (r=r0)2]3=2
; (4.2)
where 0 and r0 denote the central density and the core radius, respectively. In comparison with
above previous results, our results have the similar constancy even though assumed dark halos
have cusped proles. However, because of the dierence of assumed dark halo density proles
among this comparison, the denitions of dark matter surface densities of each study should
also be dierent. Thus, in order to inspect more universal dark halo properties, we introduce
the new denition for dark halo surface density. We will demonstrate and discuss in detail in
Chapter 5.4.
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Figure 4.3 The relation between a scale density, (bhalo), and stellar half-light radius, rhalf , for
MW and M31 dSphs.
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of B-band absolute magnitude. The solid lines and in each panel denote our best-t line to the
data using least squares method.
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Figure 4.5 The ratio v2=v
2
z for best-t models of seven MW (left panel) and M31 (right panel)
dSphs along the major axis (up to the far end of the observational data). The horizontal gray
line in each panel denotes v2 = v
2
z .
We stress here that our axisymmetric models are capable of taking into account the change
of velocity anisotropy with the spatial coordinates. This is important because in order to
understand the observed prole of line-of-sight velocity dispersion, los, it is needed to consider
such eects as velocity anisotropy prole as well as those of attened stellar and dark matter
components Figure 4.5 displays the the ratio between v2z and v
2
 for seven MW (left panel) and
ve M31 (right panels) dSphs along the major axis from the center to the farthest data of each
galaxy. For instance, for Leo I, II and M31 dSphs except for And II, (v2 is much larger than v
2
z).
This velocity anisotropy can be understood as follows. As shown in Figure 4.1 and 4.2, the line-
of-sight velocity dispersion proles along the major axis of these galaxies are somewhat larger
than the other los proles, and are increasing with radii. In order to reproduce these features,
the best-t models would be tangentially anisotropic, (v2 > v
2
z) as well as Q & 1. For Carina,
Fornax and And II, their los proles are (slightly) decreasing with radii as shown in Figure 4.1
and 4.2, respectively. Thus their velocity dispersion should be radially anisotropic, as shown in
Figure 4.5. For Sculptor, Sextans and Draco dSphs, velocity anisotropies of those are largely
tangential in outer parts. This is because for Sculptor and Draco, the los proles along the
major axis in the inner parts are lower than those along the minor one, and are increasing with
radii as shown in Figure 4.1. On the other hand, the los proles of Sextans dSph are almost
at although its stellar system is highly attened, resulting the non-at prole of los as shown
in Figure 2.2. Thus, best-t model is that the los proles at the inner parts are reproduced by
radial anisotropy (v2 < v
2
z), while at outer parts they are tangentially anisotropic (v
2
 > v
2
z).
We investigate degeneracies in the model tting for determining these six parameters (Q; bhalo,
0; z; ; i), especially the relation between z and the other parameters. In Figures 4.6 to 4.11,
we present 68 % (1), 95 %, 99 % condence levels of contours in the two-dimensional plane of
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Q  z, 0  z,   z, bhalo  z and i  z for Carina and Fornax in Figure 4.6, Sculptor and
Sextans in Figure 4.7, Draco and Leo I in Figure 4.8, Leo II and And I in Figure 4.9, And II and
And III in Figure 4.10 and And V and And VII in Figure 4.11, respectively. \FORBIDDEN
REGION" indicates the region where line-of-sight velocity dispersions are unphysical, namely
the square of los have negative values in extreme cases such as a very attened dark halo or
very large z. From these gures, z appears to have little degeneracies with the other param-
eters. In particular, the degeneracy between Q and z for the bright dSphs having the large
number of member stars is rather weak. Whilst this degeneracy certainly exists for line-of-sight
velocity dispersion proles along the major axis as described in Chapter 2.4, it is broken along
the minor axis; velocity dispersion proles are more sensitive to Q than z. This break of the
degeneracy along the minor axis allows us to determine Q, provided the sucient number of
stars is available along this axis, as guaranteed for bright dSphs. In this respect, it is worth
noting that for most of Andromeda satellites as well as Leo II, which is very faint, and Sextans,
for which global luminosity distribution is still uncertain because of its very large apparent
size, it is impossible to obtain convergence in z due to the lack of data sample. Similarly, for
the inclination angle, i, the data in the sample dSphs can be reproduced in a wide parameter
range of i, since the change of i has little inuence on line-of-sight velocity dispersion proles
compared to the change of the other parameters. Thus, with available data alone it is dicult
to determine the best-t values for both z and i.
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Figure 4.6 Likelihood contours for each dark halo parameters against velocity anisotropy, z
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Figure 4.8 Same as Figure 4.6 but for Draco (upper panels) and Leo I (lower panels).
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Figure 4.9 Same as Figure 4.6 but for Leo II (upper panels) and And I (lower panels).
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Figure 4.10 Same as Figure 4.6 but for And II (upper panels) and And III (lower panels).
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Figure 4.11 Same as Figure 4.6 but for And V (upper panels) and And VII (lower panels).
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Figure 4.12 Derived inner dark matter density prole from our mass models for twelve dSphs.
These proles are normalized by the value of density at scale length of their dark halos, bhalo.
The black thick line indicates the inner prole of NFW model.
4.2 Central density proles of subhalos
In the following, we focus on central density proles of dark matter halos for the sample dSphs.
The question of which central density proles, cusped or cored, observed dSphs have, has
been ambiguous and thus launched the debate known as the core-cusp problem. As described
in Chapter 1.3.2, we point out that all of the previous studies for a core-cusp problem have
assumed a spherical dark halo for simplicity. Thus our non-spherical dark halo models would
be expected to set useful constraints on central proles of dark halos.
From our tting results, Figure 4.12 shows the dark matter density proles derived from
best-t parameters of each galaxy. Also, Column 7 in Table 4.1 indicates best-t inner slope
of dark matter density prole, , of each galaxies. It is found from this gure and  that not
all of the dark halos in the sample dSphs have a cored central density prole; while most of
the dSphs indicate constant density proles or shallower cusps, the Draco, Leo I, And III and
And V dSphs show a steep inner density slope, , with  0:86+0:11 0:11,  1:40+0:06 0:08,  1:43+0:14 0:23 and
 1:33+0:21 0:12, respectively. Therefore, in axisymmetric mass models and current available dataset,
these dSphs would suggest the presence of NFW-like or more strongly cusped dark halos.
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Table 4.2 Comparison of best-t parameters estimated from full data sample with these esti-
mated from data only within half light radius.
Object Data Q bhalo[pc] 0 [M pc 3] z  i [deg]
Fornax Data within rhalf 0:83 0:04 708:5+23:1 16:7 0:101 0:004 0:40 0:03  0:14 0:06 89:5+0:5 10:6
Full data 0:38 0:03 991:1+27:0 21:4 0:086 0:003  0:17+0:16 0:07 0:00 0:04 90:0 10:6
Sculptor Data within rhalf 0:73
+0:07
 0:04 450:7
+31:3
 17:7 0:241 0:014 0:48 0:05  0:02+0:02 0:06 89:5+0:5 10:6
Full data 0:45 0:03 637:7+32:6 26:0 0:168 0:008  0:03+0:06 0:04 0:00 0:09 87:8+2:2 9:1
4.3 The impact of sample selection and observational er-
rors on best-t parameters
As indicated above, we nd that dSphs in the MW and M31 have non-spherical dark halo,
where large and diuse dSphs are characterized by low dark matter densities. However, it is
unclear how the ways of data sampling (such as data volume and distribution of member stars)
as well as observational errors (such as the half-light radius, projected axial ratio of luminous
parts and distance from an observer) aect the estimation of the halo parameters. Therefore, in
what follows, we take into account these eects in the likelihood analysis and investigate their
impact on the best-t dark halo parameters.
First, in order to inspect the eects of data volume and distribution of member stars, we
derive line-of-sight velocity dispersions using the data only within half-light radii for Fornax and
Sculptor dSphs, and then run MCMC analysis. Since these galaxies have the largest number
of data sets and their member stars are widely distributed beyond their half-light radii, these
are suited to assess the eects of data volume and distribution of member stars. As shown
in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.13, we nd that the best t halo parameters using the data only
within the half-light radii are substantially dierent from those using the full data sample. It is
also found that using the data only within the half-light radii, the degeneracy between Q and
z is emerged signicantly compared to using the full data sample. Therefore it is dicult to
determine these parameters due to the lack of data sample in the outer regions. This is because
as described in Appendix, the impacts of z on line-of-sight velocity dispersion along major
axis appear prominently at outer parts. Therefore, given that there are a large amount of data
sample in the outer region, we would obtain limits on z with small uncertainties. Consequently,
the best-t parameters for the dSphs in which spectroscopic information are incomplete in their
outer region (e.g., Sextans, And I, III, V and VII) are subject to the eects of data deciency,
and thus we suggest that in order to derive more reliable dark halo structure in these dSphs,
we need the observational data over much larger areas.
Second, we repeat the MCMC analysis to obtain the best-t parameters considering uncer-
tainties in the half-light radius, rhalf , and projected axial ratio, q
0, of the stellar system, because
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Table 4.3 Best-t parameters for considering photometric measurement errors
Object Measurement error Q bhalo[pc] 0 [M pc 3] z  i [deg]
Fornax Half light radius
Upper limit 0:39 0:02 941:3+26:2 17:8 0:087 0:005  0:13 0:08 0:00 0:04 90:0 10:5
Lower limit 0:40 0:02 924:7+23:5 20:2 0:094 0:006  0:10 0:09  0:04 0:04 88:6+1:4 8:5
Projected axial ratio
Upper limit 0:40 0:02 887:9+28:1 14:9 0:095 0:004  0:16+0:10 0:06  0:01+0:01 0:03 90:0 12:1
Lower limit 0:37 0:02 1013:9+22:8 25:7 0:088 0:004  0:09+0:06 0:13 0:00 0:05 90:0 10:8
Sextans Half light radius
Upper limit 0:69 0:08 1110:6+95:1 70:1 0:024 0:002 0:37 0:11 0:00 0:09 90:0 12:0
Lower limit 0:36 0:05 1410:1+161:1 101:1 0:026 0:003  0:16  0:10+0:08 0:06 89:7+0:3 12:1
Projected axial ratio
Upper limit 0:78 0:08 896:7+60:7 52:7 0:030 0:003 0:38+0:07 0:10  0:10+0:10 0:08 89:8+0:2 14:8
Lower limit 0:48 0:06 1047:7+74:6 68:1 0:033 0:003 0:29+0:11 0:13  0:02+0:02 0:08 89:5+0:5 11:1
And II Distance
Upper limit 0:51 0:03 2886:1+165:8 110:4 0:0085 0:002 0:17 0:08  0:01+0:01 0:07 89:8+0:2 12:1
Lower limit 0:53 0:03 2818:4+147:6 150:5 0:0093 0:002 0:28+0:04 0:07 0:00 0:042 89:7+0:3 12:5
And VII Distance
Upper limit 1:87+0:45 0:30 411:5
+33:1
 26:2 0:078 0:012  0:03+0:35 0:54  0:76+0:27 0:31 70:0+20:0 14:1
Lower limit 1:61+0:38 0:27 480:5
+37:5
 32:7 0:068 0:01  0:05+0:33 0:76  0:61+0:24 0:30 70:1+19:9 14:6
what stellar density prole is adopted aects the best-t parameters of a dark halo through
Jeans equations (Evans, An, & Walker 2009). To investigate this, we estimate best-t parame-
ters for Fornax and Sextans by adopting the upper and lower observational limits of rhalf and
q0. These dSphs have similar rhalf and q0 but their errors in Sextans are larger than those in
Fornax as shown in Table 3.1. Table 4.3 and Figure 4.14 show the eects of the errors in rhalf
on dark halo parameters. For Fornax with a smaller standard error in rhalf tting results are
hardly aected by this error, while a relatively large error in rhalf for Sextans aects the best-t
Q and z. On the other hand, the eects of observational errors in q
0 are weak compared with
those of rhalf as shown in Figure 4.15. We note that for the bhalo   z and 0   z relations in
Fornax, each contour deviates rather largely because of the degeneracy between 0 and bhalo.
Likewise, we investigate the impact of measurement errors in the distance from the Sun using
the data of Andromeda II and VII dSphs which show large uncertainties in the distance esti-
mation compared with MW ones (see Table 3.1). As shown in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.16, we
nd that the distance error as reported for these dSphs does not aect the results of maximum
likelihood analysis.
Accordingly, the constraints on dark halo structures in dSphs are aected largely by the
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lack of kinematic sample and distribution of member stars rather than uncertainties in photo-
metric data. Thus, to set robust constraints on dark halo structures in dSphs, we require deep
photometric data to assemble many sample stars down to faint magnitudes and spectroscopic
data over large areas out to the tidal radii of dSphs.
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Figure 4.13 Comparison of likelihood contours calculated from dierent data selections for
Fornax (upper panel) and Sculptor (lower panel). Contours drawn with solid and dashed lines
show 68% (1), 95% and 99% condence levels calculated from full data sample and data only
within their half-light radius, respectively.
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Figure 4.14 Comparison with likelihood contours considering measurement errors in half-light
radius for Foranx (upper panel) and Sextans (lower panel). Red, green and blue contours show
68% (1), 95% condence levels for the best-t case (as shown in lower panels of Figure 4.6
and lower panels of 4.7), the cases considering an upper and lower limit in the error of rhalf ,
respectively.
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Figure 4.15 Same as Figure 4.14 but for considering measurement errors in projected axial ratio
of luminous component.
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Figure 4.16 Same as Figure 4.14 but considering measurement errors in distance from the Sun
for And II (upper panel) and And VII (lower panel).
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Chapter 5
The structural properties and the
evolution of subhalos associated with
star-formation activity
In this Chapter, based on our new mass limits on the dSphs, we present the detailed properties
of dark halo structures obtained here in comparison with CDM predictions. Then, we discuss
the dynamical evolution of subhalos within a host halo, and the relationship between dark halo
properties and star formation history of dSphs.
5.1 Comparison with CDM subhalos
5.1.1 Too-Big-To-Fail Problem
As mentioned in chapter 1.3.2, CDM theory still has several discrepancies with existing ob-
servations on the spatial scales smaller than  1 Mpc, i.e., galactic and subgalactic scales.
One of them is \too-big-to-fail" problem that the brightest observed satellites of MW and M31
are hosted the much less massive dark halo substructures than N -body simulations have ex-
pected (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011, 2012, hereafter BK12; Ferrero et al. 2012; Collins et al.
2014). We here assess this issue from our current mass models, following the procedure of
BK12. They compared between maximum Vcirc, Vmax, of most massive ten subhalos in galaxy-
sized halos in CDM and circular velocity at half-light radius, Vcirc(rhalf) of observed dSphs.
Vmax of most massive subhalos, which are hosted in a MW-like dark halo, predicted by CDM
simulation is larger than Vmax > 25 km s
 1 (See Figures 2 and 6 of BK12). For an M31-like dark
halo, masses of its subhalos would be more massive than those of subhalos within a MW-like
host halo. This is because, using the Aquarius simulations, Vera-Ciro et al. (2013) found that
the number and dynamical properties of most massive subhalos depend largely on the mass of
the host dark halo. In particular, Vmax of most massive subhalos increases with increase in their
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host dark halo mass.
Using axisymmetric models, we also calculate Vcirc(rhalf) of the twelve dSphs which we have
employed here. The circular velocity can be calculated
V 2circ(R) = Rj   rj; (5.1)
where r can be easily derived from equation (2.21). We estimate Vcirc(rhalf) along the major
axis, R, using
gR(R; z) =  @
@R
=  2GQa30R
Z 1
0
d
(R; z)
( + a20)
2
p
 +Q2a20
: (5.2)
We nd that our estimated Vcirc(rhalf) from axisymmetric models is somewhat smaller than
spherical models: we obtain Vcirc(rhalf) = 8:13
+0:34
 0:56 km s
 1 for Carina, 16:34+0:21 0:03 km s
 1 for
Fornax, 11:17+0:77 0:09 km s
 1 for Sculptor, 11:14+4:21 2:68 km s
 1 for Sextans, 13:53+2:03 1:55 km s
 1 for
Draco, 12:85+1:85 1:37 km s
 1 for Leo I, 8:70+0:92 0:81 km s
 1 for Leo II, 17:31+5:44 4:59 km s
 1 for And I,
12:59+0:55 0:60 km s
 1 for And II, 10:41+2:23 1:72 km s
 1 for And III, 13:40+2:15 1:95 km s
 1 for And V, and
16:01+3:17 1:94 km s
 1 for And VII. We conrm the claim by BK12 that observed Vcirc(rhalf) values of
MW and M31 dSphs are systematically smaller than those of CDM subhalos having Vmax > 25
km s 1. Therefore, to solve this issue in the context of CDM universe, the dark halos in dSphs
need to have suered from strong baryon feedbacks such as supernovae explosion and massive
stellar winds.
5.1.2 The Shapes of Dark Subhalos
We here test the predictions of CDM theory, using derived shape distributions of dSphs' dark
halos. In Schneider et al. (2012), the distribution of axial ratios of triaxial CDM halos in mass
scales (109:8h 1M  M  1014:3h 1M, where h = H0=100 km s 1 Mpc 1) were derived
from the Millennium and Millennium-2 dark matter N-body simulations (Springel et al. 2005;
Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009). It is found that less massive halos are more spherical. A likely
explanation for this is that because of more surviving substructures in more massive halos, such
halos tend to be less relaxed and are therefore less spherical than less-massive halos (See Figure
3 of Schneider et al. 2012).
Recently, Vera-Ciro et al. (2014, hereafter, VC14) investigated the distribution for axial
ratios of triaxial subhalos obtained from the Aquarius simulations. They found that axial ratios
of subhalos with maximum circular velocity in the range 8 < Vmax < 200 km s
 1 are hardly
dierent between isolated subhalos and those associated with host galaxies. Moreover, these
subhalos can be approximated as oblate axisymmetric objects; the averages of intermediate-to-
major axial ratios, hb=ai, and minor-to-major axial ratios, hc=ai, (supposing a  b  c) at r  1
kpc are hb=ai  0:75 and hc=ai  0:60, respectively. They also analyzed the velocity structure
in the cylindrical radial and vertical directions, i.e., R, z and anisotropy z = 1  2z=2R, and
computed this as a function of distance along minor and major axes. Their analysis shows that
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along the minor axis z is almost the same as R, that is, z  0, whereas along the major axis
z > 0 near the halo center and z < 0 at the outer parts. This systematic trend is however
weak with large scatters among the individual subhalos, thus radial dependence of z may be
regarded relatively weak.
Although these simulation results may support the validity of our axisymmetric models
for the dark halos of dSphs, the axial ratios of dark halos in both MW and M31 dSphs are
systematically smaller, and thus more attened, than those of CDM subhalos. We note that
for this comparison with VC14's simulations, in the case of prolate halos (Q > 1), where the
minor axis of a dark halo is aligned with the major axis of a stellar distribution, we use Q0 = 1=Q
instead of Q following VC14, so Q0 = 0:41 for And I, 0.21 for And V and 0.63 for And VII.
As shown in Figure 7 in VC14, there are no subhalos with axial ratios less than 0.6, which
accords with the interpretation that less-massive halos tend to be more relaxed and therefore
more spherical than massive halos. Kuhlen et al. (2007) also has concluded from their N -body
simulations that less-massive dark halos have mildly triaxial shapes. In contrast, our present
analysis for dark halos of dSphs suggests that Q is much smaller than the prediction of these
simulations, even though our results are obtained from the limited mass models. Thus, even
though our mass models are limited to axisymmetric mass distributions, there exists a mismatch
with the shapes of subhalos predicted from the CDM theory.
In order to solve or mitigate this discrepancy, we should consider the internal and external
eects on dark halos in dSphs. Therefore, solving the shape problem may involve the evolution of
dSphs and its dark halos deeply. In the forthcoming section, we discuss the possible mechanisms
to alleviate this problem and dynamical evolution of subhalos.
5.2 Implications for dynamical evolution of subhalos
We rst take into account that CDM theory can be altered on small scales, e.g., replaced by
Warm Dark Matter (WDM) theory (Coln et al. 2000; Bode et al. 2001; Maccio & Fontanot 2010;
Lovell et al. 2012) or Self-Interacting Dark Matter (SIDM) theory (Moore et al. 2000; Spergel
& Steinhardt 2000; Yoshida et al. 2000). The common feature of these alternative theories is
that it is hard to form less massive dark halos compared with the CDM theory. These theories,
however, have suggested that dark matter halos would be more spherical than those predicted
from the CDM theory. This is because dark matter particles predicted by WDM and SIDM
theory have large streaming motion and interact each other, respectively, thereby weakening
triaxial collapse of dark matter overdensities. Therefore, it is unlikely that alternative theories
are candidates for solving the discrepancy of the shapes of subhalos.
In the framework of CDM theory, one of the possible mechanisms to alleviate this dis-
crepancy is tidal eects from a host dark halo. The shapes of subhalos are in general subject
to strength and frequency of tidal eects from the host halo, thus if we nd some relationship
between the shapes of dark halos and the orbital parameters of dSphs in the Galaxy, we would
be able to set useful limits on the dynamical evolution of subhalos. Assuming some specic
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model for the potential of the Galactic halo, we are able to estimate a pericentric distance
and an orbital eccentricity from the position and proper motion of dSphs. Using these results,
we investigate the possible relations between the axial ratio of dark halos, Q, and the orbital
parameters of dSphs, but nd no remarkable relations within uncertainties of these parame-
ters. In this respect, more precise information of proper motions will be useful to obtain more
precise orbital motions of dSphs and to set more useful constraints on the dynamical evolution
of subhalos. Moreover, recent N -body simulations show that subhalos become signicantly
elongated at pericenter passage (e.g., Kuhlen et al. 2007) because of undergoing strong tidal
force from deep potential of its host dark halo. However, the axial ratio of these subhalos at the
closest pericentric distance is never smaller than 0:5, and thus we should consider additional
mechanisms to make a dark halo more attened.
We point out that baryons may potentially be invoked to reproduce very attened dark
halos. First, a dark halo with a massive disk galaxy can have a deep and steep gravitational
potential in its central part compared with a pure dark halo without baryons. Then, when
subhalos pass through this deep potential, the shape of subhalos may be more attened by
strong tidal distortion than the case without considering baryonic eects in the host halo.
Second, Kazantzidis et al. (2004) found that MW-sized dark halos formed with gas cooling
are signicantly more spherical than corresponding halos formed without gas cooling. This is
because as the central condensation of dark halo proceeds due to cooling, the shape of overall
potential becomes spherical. Nevertheless, Bryan et al. (2013) presented that small baryonic
fractions of a central halo with strong baryon feedbacks tend to prevent dark halo from becoming
rounder by reducing the mass condensation of central halos. Although these simulation results
treated MW-sized or heavier dark halos, this attening process can work at low-mass dark halos.
Actually, recent high resolution N -body and hydrodynamical simulations predict that a central
dark matter density in the dwarf galaxy-sized halos is reduced by baryonic feedbacks such as
supernova explosions with repeated starbursts (e.g., Governato et al. 2010; Teyssier et al. 2013;
Di Cintio et al. 2014a,b; Madau et al. 2014). It is however yet unclear how the combination of
this baryon-feedback mechanism with the stronger tidal eect from a host galaxy, which is made
more massive by baryon, indeed modies the shapes of dark subhalos. Thus, further simulation
studies taking into account baryonic eects are worth exploring to get important insights into
the issue of dark halo shapes addressed here.
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5.3 The relation between dark-halo structure and star-
formation history
As mentioned in the previous section, recent numerical simulations imply that internal dark
matter structure in the low-mass halos can be altered by stellar feedbacks associated with star
formation activity. Therefore it is natural to expect that dark halo properties depend on star
formation history of the stellar components, and we thus investigate whether this dependence
indeed exists, by comparing with observed star formation history (SFH) of dSphs. For this
purpose, we adopt the recent work by Weisz et al. (2014), which derive the SFH of dwarf
galaxies in the Local Group based on the analysis of their color-magnitude diagram taken from
deep imaging of Hubble Space Telescope. Figure 5.1 displays the cumulative SFH of dwarf
satellites in the MW (except for Sextans) and M31 taken from their work, indicating various
formation histories such as rapid and consecutive star formation. To facilitate the comparison
with the present work, we estimate the lookback time at achieving 70% of current stellar mass
of these dSphs, 0:7 (as indicated as a black horizontal line in Figure 5.1 and this value in each
dSph is shown in Table 3.1); 0:7 may characterize the duration and eciency of star formation
in dSphs. This is because if we choose 0:5, we can not completely trace all the active phases
of star formation which would be capable of changing dark-halo structures. For instance, as
shown in Figure 5.1, Fornax, Leo I and And II have the periods of active star formation after
the stellar masses exceed a half of their current ones. We compare between 0:7 and dark halo
parameters obtained from our analysis. Figure 5.2 shows the relation between (bhalo) and 0:7.
This gure indicates that dSphs showing relatively consecutive star-formation history, namely
lower values of 0:7 (e.g., Leo I, Fornax and And II) have a low dark matter density within
a central region, whereas those with rapid star-formation history (e.g., Sculptor, Draco and
And VII) have a dense and concentrated dark halo. We interpret that the central density of
a dark halo may be gradually decreased associated with gaseous outow driven by eects of
stellar feedbacks.
We also inspect other possible relations between 0:7 and dark halo parameters such as an
axial ratio, Q, and a central density slope, , but there are no remarkable relationships within
uncertainties of these parameters. This is because, as mentioned above, the shapes of dark halos
would be changed not only by stellar feedbacks but also by tidal eect from a host galaxy and
dark halo. On the other hand, for central density slopes of dark halo, Nipoti & Binney (2015)
proposed the possible mechanism of the core formation that the main process of transforming
cusps to cores would be dynamical friction of gas clumps. Moreover, it may give only a small
impact on (bhalo), because this transformation occurs in the innermost regions of a dark halo.
According to their calculation, this process may occur prior to star formation and subsequent
feedback processes, implying that the relation between  and SFH may appear to be hazy.
Finally, we note that we nd no explicit relation between dark halo parameters and averaged
metallicity, <[Fe/H]>, which is taken from Kirby et al. (2013). This may be due to the fact that
<[Fe/H]> in the stars reect several processes such as a gas outow as well as star-formation
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history, so the direct relation with background dark-halo properties may be weakened.
Thus, although both the available data and mass modeling for dSphs are still limited, we
suggest the possible link between the density of their dark halos and star formation history of
the dSphs. In order to explore this relation more, not only mass modeling should be improved
more realistically, but also further photometric and kinematic data of dSphs in the MW and
M31 are required.
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5.4 How cold is dark matter?: a constraint from the uni-
versality of a redened dark matter surface density
at the lowest halo-mass scales
As mentioned in Chapter 1.3.2, CDM theory has serious issues on galactic and sub-galactic
mass scales, even though it has been successful in interpreting a multitude of observational
phenomena at cosmological scales. One of the major possible mechanisms to resolve these
problems within CDM paradigm are the eects of baryonic process such as the photoionization
of neutral gas with UV background and the impact of gas-outow due to mainly supernova
feedback on dark halo structures.
More radically, a possible solution which is well motivated from particle physics is to re-
place CDM with warm dark matter (WDM). The main dierences between properties of CDM
and WDM are that while CDM particles have negligible thermal velocities, WDM ones have
signicant thermal velocities during the era of structure formation and thus these particles
have a free-streaming length, giving rise to a cut-o matter power spectrum at larger wave
numbers corresponding to small spatial scales. The possible WDM candidates are the sterile
neutrino (e.g., Kusenko 2009, for a review) or the gravitino (e.g., Moroi et al. 1993). These
candidates would have a mass in a few keV, leading to suppress structures on dwarf galaxy
mass scales. Therefore, since the cuto wavelength depends on the particle mass, investigating
the nature of dark halo structures at low-mass scales leads to useful limits on the WDM particle
mass, mWDM.
One of the powerful tools for constraining the WDM particle mass is Lyman  forest obser-
vations (e.g., Narayanan et al. 2000; Viel et al. 2008, 2013). Lyman  forest observations allow
us to study a matter power spectrum down to small scales and over a large redshift range. Viel
et al. (2013) have observed the ux power spectrum of Lyman  using the high-resolution spec-
troscopic and compared it to predicted ones from high-resolution N -body and hydrodynamical
simulations assuming that WDM masses are 1, 2 and 4 keV. They concluded that in order to
reproduce the observed power spectrum, WDM particles are required to have a lower limit of
mWDM  3:3 keV (2 condence level).
On the other hand, the following two astrophysical tests using dwarf satellite galaxies also
distinguish between CDM and WDM or set constrains on particle mass of WDM. First, based
on the dierence of dark matter concentration between CDM and WDM subhalos, reproducing
the maximum circular velocity of the MW satellites can distinguish dark matter scenarios.
This test is linked to \too-big-to-fail" (TBTF) problem in CDM. Lovell et al. (2012) performed
N -body simulation with WDM and presented that TBTF problem does not exist within the
frameworks of WDM. Also, Polisensky & Ricotti (2014) showed that WDM particle mass less
than 4 keV can mitigate TBTF problem in high-resolution simulations. The second test is
the method to resolve the missing satellite problem. Based on the dierence of abundance of
subhalos within a host CDM and WDM dark halo, Polisensky & Ricotti (2011) and Lovell et al.
(2014), respectively, found a lower limit of mWDM > 2:3 keV and a conservative lower limit of
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mWDM > 1:1 keV in each N -body simulation.
However, these tests largely rely on the mass of the MW halo, and estimates of the MW halo
mass is still very uncertain with mass ranging from  0:81012M to  21012M (Xue et al.
2008; Deason et al. 2012; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2013; Pi et al. 2014; Kae et al. 2012, 2014).
For the case of the TBTF problem, CDM models can resolve the issue if the mass of the MW
halo is less than  1:5  1012M (Wang et al. 2012). On the other hand, for the abundance
of subhalos, Kennedy et al. (2014) used N -body and semi-analytic models to compare the
predicted number of satellites with a MW-like host halo to that of the MW satellites and set a
lower limit to the WDM particle mass with varying the MW halo mass. They found that if the
MW halo mass is heavier than 1:8  1012M, masses of warm particle greater than 2 keV are
only accepted. Because of the dependence on the assumed MW halo mass and the uncertainty
in it, the above two tests using the dwarf satellites are not sucient yet to conne cold or warm
dark matter scenarios.
In this work, as another test on this issue, we adopt the dark matter surface density, which
is nearly constant and independent of galaxy luminosity discovered by some literatures (e.g.,
Gentile et al. 2009; Donato et al. 2009; Kormendy & Freeman 2014). We propose that this
surface density allows us to obtain the limits on particle masses of WDM.
5.4.1 Universality of dark matter surface density within a radius of
maximum circular velocity
Recently, analyzing velocity dispersions, rotation curves of HI gas and weak lensing data for
sample of dwarf spheroidal, dwarf irregular, spiral and elliptical galaxies, Donato et al. (2009)
and Gentile et al. (2009) tted these data by some cored dark matter density proles such
as Burkert (Equation 4.1) and pseudo-isothermal (Equation 4.2) prole and found that the
product of the central constant density and core radius, 0r0, namely corresponding to the
dark matter surface density, is constant for all these galaxies. However, even if we attempt to
investigate whether this constancy also resides in the dark halos of twelve dSphs in this work,
we cannot apply the denition, 0r0, to all of our sample, because some of dSphs are found to
have not cored but cusped dark halos from our tting results. Thus, to adequately compare
dark matter distributions which are independent of their density proles, we introduce a dark
matter surface density within a radius of maximum circular velocity,
Vmax =
M(rmax)
r2max
; (5.3)
where
M(rmax) =
Z rmax
0
4dm(r
0)r02dr0;
dm(r) indicates any dark matter density proles and rmax is a radius at maximum circular
velocity, Vmax, of assumed dark halo proles, dm. The surface density (5.3) is roughly propor-
tional to the central dark matter surface density, Vmax / r, where  and r are central
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Figure 5.3 The dark matter surface density within a radius at maximum circular velocity as
a function of maximum circular velocity for dierent galaxies and Hubble types. While the
small window shows the all data sample and the result of CDM (WMAP7) prediction, large
one displays that we focus on Vmax lower than 100 km s
 1. The diamonds denote MW and M31
dwarf spheroidal galaxies in this work, and magenta and cyan ones are that dSphs have a cored
and cusped dark halo prole, respectively. The blue and red triangles are the original Spano
et al. (2008) sample of spiral galaxy data and nearby spirals in THINGS (de Blok et al. 2008),
respectively. The data for dwarf irregular galaxies are indicated by the green circle, and spirals
and ellipticals investigated by weak lensing are labeled by black square. The solid lines are
the results of CDM models but are dierent cosmological parameters between WMAP7 (dark
green) and Planck (orange) measurements. On the other hand, the red and green dashed lines
denote WDM models with particle mass of 2 and 3 keV, respectively.
density and and scale length of arbitrary dark halo proles, respectively. In addition, the values
of Vmax and rmax reect the inner structures of a dark halo, and thus the denition of Vmax
has an advantage that this would not suer from external eects such as tidal force.
Using this denition (5.3), we evaluate the dark matter surface density within rmax based on
the HI gas rotation curve of late and early type spirals with pseudo-isothermal dark halos (de
Blok et al. 2008; Spano et al. 2008) and dwarf irregulars with Burkert dark halos (Gentile et al.
2005, 2007), the galaxy-galaxy weak lensing from spiral and elliptical galaxies with Burkert
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Table 5.1 The cosmological parameters for the outcomes of WMAP7 and Planck measurements.
The values for 
m, 
b and 
 are matter density, baryon density and dark energy density at
present day, respectively. 8, ns and H0 indicate the rms amplitude of linear mass uctuation in
sphere of 8 h 1 Mpc comoving radius at z = 0, the prectral index of the initial power spectrum
and the Hubble constant at z = 0 in units of km s 1 Mpc 1, respectively.

m 
b 
 8 ns H0 Reference
WMAP7 0:270 0:047 0:730 0:820 0:95 70:0 Prada et al. (2012)
Planck 0:307 0:048 0:693 0:829 0:96 67:8 Klypin et al. (2014)
proles (analyzed by Donato et al. (2009), data from Hoekstra et al. (2005)), and the line-of-
sight velocity dispersions of dwarf spheroidals in this work. The symbols with error bars in
Figure 5.3 shows that the estimated Vmax of the above data sample as a function of Vmax. It
is found from this gure that even though dark halos of each sample are assumed by dierent
mass proles (cusp or core) and are estimated by independent methods, the dark matter surface
density within rmax is suciently constant across a wide range of galaxy masses.
5.4.2 Comparison with dark matter scenarios
The use of the dark matter surface density dened by using Vmax and rmax allows us to compare
the results from the data sample with those from cosmological N -body simulations within the
-dominated CDM and WDM models. We calculate Vmax from the outcomes of N -body
simulations as follows.
First, we adopt the NFW dark matter density prole,
(r) =
s
(r=rs)(1 + r=rs)2
; (5.4)
which can reproduce CDM and WDM dark halos within a wide halo mass range.
Second, we calculate the scale density, s, and virial radius, rvir, for a NFW dark halo at
the present time (z = 0):
s =
critm
3
c3
ln(1 + c)  c=(1 + c) ; (5.5)
rvir =
 3Mvir
4critm
1=3
; (5.6)
where m = 200 is a so-called virial overdensity, crit = 3H
2
0=8G is a critical density of the
current universe, and H0 denotes the Hubble constant at z = 0.
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Third, using the mass-concentration relations (MCR), we obtain the scale radius, rs. For
CDM models, we adopt two dierent MCRs based on N -body simulations with slightly dierent
cosmological parameters:
cWMAP (z=0) = 10:5
 Mvir
1012h 1M
 0:08h
1 + 0:15
 Mvir
1015h 1M
0:5i
(for WMAP7); (5.7)
cPlanck (z=0) = 10:7
 Mvir
1012h 1M
 0:11h
1+
 Mvir
2:4 1016h 1M
0:4i
(for Planck): (5.8)
The MCR with cosmological parameters of WMAP7 is derived by Prada et al. (2012), whilst
another one is found by Klypin et al. (2014). Table 5.1 tabulates the cosmological parameters
which they adopted in their simulations. On the other hand, for WDM models, we adopt the
method to derive MCR using the power spectra developed by Schneider (2014, hereafter S14).
In order to evaluate the power spectrum of WDM models, the transfer function formula of the
WDM universe by Viel et al. (2005) is adopted:
TWDM(k) = [1 + (k)
2] 5=; (5.9)
with  = 1:12 and
 = 0:049
hmWDM
keV
i 1:11h
WDM
0:25
i0:11h h
0:7
i1:22
h 1Mpc; (5.10)
where k is a wavenumber, mWDM and 
WDM denote a particle mass and matter density for
WDM, respectively. Then, the linear power spectrum in the case of WDM is derived by
PWDM(k) = T
2
WDM(k)PCDM(k): (5.11)
Using the above power spectrum and MCR's tting function described by equation (24) in
Klypin et al. (2014), MCRs in the case of 2 and 3 keV particle mass of WDM are derived
by comparing with N -body simulations (See S14 for more details). Figure 5.4 displays the
MCRs derived from CDM model with Planck data and WDM models with 2 and 3 keV particle
masses at redshift 0. While the pure CDM model predicts that CMR monotonically increases
with decreasing halo mass, WDM scenarios have a clear turn-over at a low mass halo.
Finally, using dark matter density proles obtained by the above procedure, we compute
Vmax and rmax, and then calculate Vmax for CDM (WMAP and Planck) and WDM (particle
masses with 2 and 3 keV) models. The solid and dashed lines in Figure 5.3 are predicted Vmax
versus Vmax for four cases of the dark matter models. We emphasize that these theoretical
lines can well reproduce the data at higher mass scales, even though we do not perform any
tting to the data. It is also found that while CDM scenarios give a reasonably good match to
the data for all mass ranges, WDM ones are inconsistent with the universality of Vmax from
real galaxies at the dwarf-galaxy mass scale. This dierent feature between CDM and WDM
models at low-mass end stems from the properties of the halo concentrations at low halo-mass
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scales. From Figure 5.4, the concentrations of WDM halos dier substantially from those of
CDM halos at low halo-mass scales, thereby decreasing prominently the value of Vmax at small
Vmax corresponding to dwarf galaxies.
We also investigate how far WDM models deviate from the data. Figure 5.5 is the same as
Figure 5.3 but is zoomed in the dwarf galaxy scale and plotted 3 and 5 error areas of each
sample. Focusing on Vmax < 20 km s
 1 where the dierence of Vmax emerges signicantly,
even 3 keV particle mass of WDM appear to deviate over 3 error in our sample. According
to this, in order to be agreement with the universality of Vmax from the data, WDM particles
need to be heavier than 3 keV.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
The dwarf spheroidal galaxies associated with the Milky Way and Andromeda galaxy are ideal
sites for investigating the basic properties of dark matter halos through their internal stellar
kinematics. This is because these satellites are suciently close to us that line-of-sight velocities
for their resolved member stars can be measured by high-resolution spectroscopy, and because
such spectroscopic observations have revealed that dSph galaxies have much larger velocity
dispersions than expected from the stellar system alone, indicating that dSphs are largely
dominated by dark matter, with mass-to-light ratios of 10 to 1000. Most of previous dynamical
studies for dark halos in dSphs have revealed serious discrepancies between dark halos predicted
from CDM models and those estimated from observations at small spatial scales, such as
\core-cusp" problem and \too-big-to-fail" problem. However, these studies have treated as
dSph galaxies as spherical symmetric systems, and thus assumed spherical mass models for
simplicity, despite the facts that the luminous parts of the dSphs are actually non-spherical
and CDM models predict non-spherical virialized dark halos. Therefore, spherical symmetric
models for dSphs are not necessarily adequate.
In this thesis, in order to obtain more realistic mass distribution of the dark halos in dSphs,
we have constructed the axisymmetric mass models based on axisymmetric Jeans equations
with velocity anisotropy in the stellar system. The models we adopt here take into account a
constant velocity anisotropy parameter, z = 1 v2z=v2R, which can degenerate with the eect of
a attened dark halo. This assumption is roughly supported by N -body simulations; Vera-Ciro
et al. (2014) have shown that CDM subhalos have an almost constant z along the minor
axis, and only a weak trend as a function of distance along the major axis. Applying our mass
models to photometric and kinematic data of seven MW dSphs and ve M31 dSphs, we have
found structural properties of non-spherical dark halos in dSphs, and suggested the possible
relation between their dark halos and the formation history of dSphs.
We summarize our results of the thesis as follows.
Firstly, based on the application of our models to seven MW dSphs and ve M31 dSphs,
we nd that the best-tting cases for most of the dSphs having a number of sample stars, do
not yield spherical but attened halos even considering velocity anisotropy, z, despite the fact
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that there is a degeneracy between the shapes of dark halos Q and z. This is because we can
distinguish the eects of Q from those of z by comparing the line-of-sight velocity dispersion
proles along major and minor axes. Therefore, we can obtain the useful constraints on the
shapes of dark halo in the dSphs which have enough velocity sample along major and minor
axes to weaken this degeneracy.
Secondly, we have investigated the impact of sample selection (such as data volume and
distribution of member stars) and observational errors (such as the half-light radius, projected
axial ratio of luminous parts and distance from an observer) on the best-t parameters. We
have found that the best-t parameters, especially for the shapes of dark halos and velocity
anisotropy, are susceptible to both the availability of kinematic data in the outer regions of
the system as well as the eect of the small number of sample stars. Thus, to estimate more
plausible dark-halo structure in the dSphs, we require the photometric and kinematic data over
much larger areas.
Thirdly, we have tested the prediction of CDM theory, using the shapes of dark halos. We
have found from our axisymmetric analysis and currently available data that derived shapes
of dark halos in dSphs are systematically more attened than those of dark-matter subhalos
calculated from CDM-based N -body simulations. It is also found that not all of the dark halos
in the sample dSphs have a cored central density prole. These results imply that dark halos
have been aected from baryon components and the associated feedbacks as well as external
eects such as tidal force and ram pressures. In particular, the mismatch in dark-halo shapes
between estimated from observations and predicted from theory needs further simulation studies
taking into account baryonic eects and tidal eects to get important insights into the issue of
dark halo shapes addressed here.
Fourthly, we have compared the structural properties of dark halos with star-formation
history of dSphs. This is motivated by the suggestions from the high-resolution N -body and
hydrodynamical simulations that the structures of less massive dark halos can be related with
the evolution of dwarf galaxies such as star formation history and chemical enrichment. We
found that more diuse dark halos may have undergone consecutive star formation history,
as characterized by 0:7, implying that the formation process of dSphs is aected and thus
imprinted in the structure of their dark halos.
Finally, in order to be independent of assumed dark matter density proles, we have redened
the dark matter surface density within a radius of maximum circular velocity. We have found
that this surface density is nearly constant across a wide range of galaxies. Furthermore, this
universality at the dwarf galaxy mass scales enables us to obtain the limits on particle masses
of WDM scenarios. Based on the current observational sample of dSphs, this universality of a
surface density suggests that WDM particle mass need to be heavier than 3 keV.
We argue that more elaborated dynamical modeling such as triaxial mass model as well
as considering chemo-dynamical components of dSph satellites will be needed to constrain
the detailed properties and evolution of less massive dark halos. Furthermore, a much larger
number of sample for which both accurate kinematics of member stars in dSphs are available
also will be required in order to perform a detail analysis of their internal kinematics. In the
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near future, planned surveys of the MW and M31 dSphs using Hyper Suprime-Cam and Prime
Focus Spectrograph attached on the Subaru Telescope (Takada et al. 2014) will enable us to
hunt a number of faint stars in the outer parts of dSphs and measure their kinematic data
and metallicities, thereby allowing us to obtain severer limits on dark halo distribution and
characterize the dynamical evolution of dSphs.
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Appendix A
Markov-Chain Monte Carlo analysis
Our aim is to investigate the properties of a dark matter halo by exploring the best tting
parameters to the kinematical data of the observed dSph. To do this, we utilize Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques with the standard Metropolis-Hasting algorithm (Metropolis
et al. 1953; Hasting 1970). First we dene the likelihood function as
L(M) =
Y
i
Pi(OijM): (A.1)
Here Pi(OijM) is the conditional probability of nding observables Oi given a set of model
parameters M. Oi represents the observables for the i-th source, a description of which is
provided later, whileM represents the halo model parameters described in the previous section:
M = (Q; bhalo; 0; z; ; i). To construct the conditional probability Pi(OijM), we suppose the
conditional probability distribution as follow,
Pi(los;ijM) = 1p
2Var(los;i)
exp
"
 1
2
(los;i   t;i)2
Var(los;i)
#
; (A.2)
where los;i is a line-of-sight velocity dispersion corresponding to observables Oi, and Var(los;i)
is dened as the square of the variance of a line-of-sight velocity dispersion. N is the number of
objects in the dSph with line-of-sight velocity measurements and 2t;i is the theoretical velocity
dispersion derived from Jeans equations.
In a practical MCMC method, we calculate the likelihood L(M) based on the equation (A.1)
for the current set of model parametersM. Then the next set ofM0 is calculated by adding small
random uctuations to previousM, and the likelihood L0(M0) is calculated. If L0(M0)=L(M) 
1, then the next parameter M0 is accepted. If not, we draw a random variable U , which has
a uniform probability between 0 to 1, and we accept M0 in case of L0(M0)=L(M) > U . If
L0(M0)=L(M)  U , the next parameter M0 is rejected and the parameter set remains at the
previous one M. These procedures are iterated for a large number of trials (at least  105)
because early trials may retain the eects of initial conditions, which is called the initial \burn-
in" phase. We then estimate the parameter set to be most likelihood.
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